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This thesis addresses the problem of finding socially optimal routing allocations in wire-

less networks with selfish users. We model the problem as a resource allocation problem in

a market with externalities. Finding an optimal solution to the underlying resource allo-

cation problem requires solving a mathematical program with non-convex constraints

which is difficult to approach using traditional distributed price-mediated allocation

mechanisms.

We consider centralized ascending auction mechanisms as robust allocation tech-

niques. A general allocation model is developed which can be used to encode a wide

variety of markets including markets with externalities. We show that an ascending

auction over this model is approximately optimal given myopic bidding.

We encode a model of a wireless network with the general allocation model and

develop an auction with a compact bidding space. Optimality results are supported by

empirical results showing the mechanism finds good allocations and, relative to a VCG

auction, generates higher auctionrevenues.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multi-hop wireless networks offer novel opportunities to rapidly deploy very flexible net-

works in unstable environments. By avoiding much of the burden of a wired infrastruc-

ture, nodes can be placed with far fewer constraints and new nodes can be incorporated

into the network with little effort. This allows a variety of new applications to be consid-

ered. Some of these applications are collective in that all the users and nodes can be relied

on to work together to create a robust network. These include networks rapidly deployed

to facilitate communication in natural disasters as well as sensor networks where small

wireless nodes [17] collect and share information from their immediate environments. A

second possibility is that a network is composed of self-interested (rational) nodes. In this

case, while participants benefit from a functioning network, they behave autonomously

and cannot be relied on to promote overall network performance. Networks of rational

agents can be expected to be found in social settings such as the wireless mesh networks

which are providing pervasive internet service across many North American cities [10].

Because of the flexible nature of these networks, agents require little long term in-

vestment to participate and the participants are more likely to be anonymous, both

factors which allow a participant to pursue its own interests with few repercussions. This

type of behaviour is well documented as “leeching” behaviour in anonymous file-sharing

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

communities [13] and can greatly reduce the efficiency of the system. Even in wired

networks, unmitigated pursuit of self interest can theoretically result in arbitrarily large

amounts of latency [29]. In wireless networks this effect is compounded by broadcast

interference. The example which follows illustrates a simple case, which is trivial if there

is no interference, but in the presence of self interest and interference leads to network

failure. This document studies mechanisms to promote cooperation between agents with

conflicting interests in wireless networks and other environments requiring high degrees

of coordination.

Example 1. Consider the four node network illustrated in Figure 1.1. There are two

wireless links {A, B} which can broadcast up to maximum power levels of c(A) and c(B).

This power can be allocated to two agents I = {1, 2}. However, what agents are really

interested in is bandwidth, the amount of data they are able to send. They value power

only in so far as it can be used to create this bandwidth. In particular agent 1 wishes to

send as much data as possible along link A and similarly agent 2 wishes to maximize its

bandwidth along link B. If this were a wired network there would be no conflict between the

agent’s interests, each agent could use the maximum amount of power without affecting

the other.

Unfortunately, in this wireless network links A and B interfere with each other such

that more power being used on link A will reduce the bandwidth transmitted along B, and

vice versa. So we have:

• Bandwidth on a link strictly increasing in the amount of power being used on that

link.

• Bandwidth on a link strictly decreasing in the amount of power being used on the

adjacent link.

Because of the first point, a selfish user will transmit along their link at the maximum

power since any reduction in their power would to reduce their bandwidth and thereby
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their utility. In fact, the two agents using the full capacities c(A) and c(B) respectively is

the unique Nash equilibrium point. Unfortunately this inflicts maximal interference and

reduces bandwidth on the other link. While the exact cost of this behaviour is dependent on

the structure of network interference and the utility functions of the agents, it is unlikely

that this point maximizes the sum of rewards received by the agents.

B

A

Figure 1.1: Example network showing two disjoint but interfering links. The dashed lines

indicate interference.

1.1 Developing a Mechanism

Our goal is to develop mechanisms which coordinate the behaviour of users in order

to maximize the sum of the user’s value. This involves two related challenges: first

of all, being able to solve an underlying optimization problem; and second, finding a

mechanism where users are motivated to cooperate to solve this optimization problem.

On both counts, interference presents challenges which are not present in wired networks.

These challenges stem from the fact that the coordination problem is no longer simply

figuring out how to settle direct contention for resources. Interference leads to external-

ities by intertwining what in a wired network would be unrelated resources. While in a

wired network, maximizing utilization of a resource can only improve the social value,

with externalities there may be non-local costs which outweigh any benefit. In terms

of the optimization this results in difficult (non-convex) constraints over many variables

which are dependent on additional information related to network structure such as the

physical proximity of node pairs.
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These externalities also present strategic concerns for the users. In one form or

another, a game-theoretic mechanism must elicit information about the user’s utility

function. In a price-mediated market, this may occur by divulging demand for a resource

at a certain price. In the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves auction the mechanism asks the user

to divulge their entire utility function. Assessing value for particular sets of resources

becomes a much more difficult problem since an agent’s utility function depends on

the allocation to other users as well. Performing this computation requires predicting

the utility functions of other agents and having full knowledge of the structure of the

externality. We believe that in most situations this will be beyond the ability of the

agents.

While we believe that agents are unlikely to have the ability to accurately assess their

value for the underlying resource, there is generally a derived resource for which the agents

have a precise value function. In the case of the wireless network the underlying resource

is node power but the users directly value bandwidth. We show that by constructing a

mechanism in terms of these directly-valued resources, many of the difficulties facing the

agents can be mitigated. The theme of this document is how and when this translation

can take place. In particular we are interested in using ascending auctions as a lightweight

allocation mechanism.

1.2 Contributions

In this document we introduce a straightforward allocation model which captures a wide

variety of constrained economic systems. This model is a generalization of the package

assignment model for a single seller due to Bikhchandani and Ostroy [4]. We extend

their results to the more general model and, in addition, apply an iterative auction in the

style of iBundle [23], which is optimal for myopic bidders. We show that this generalized

model can be used to describe allocation problems with externalities and in particular
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conveniently encapsulates the subclass of externalities caused by interference.

In the case of a wireless network there are a variety of instantiations of the generalized

allocation model which can be used to model the system. Each of these models suggests

a unique ascending auction mechanism which differs in computational and informational

requirements. We implement and evaluate a version of this mechanism which follows our

principle of minimizing computation by the strategic agents and show that it is practical

for small to medium-sized networks.

1.3 Outline

This document is divided into three main stages: building the necessary background,

establishing the core results, and finally, investigating a practical application.

Chapter 2 presents a framework for resource allocation problems and discusses mech-

anism design and data network routing techniques from this point of view. In partic-

ular we consider the distinction between the centralized auctions most popular in the

mechanism-design community and distributed price-mediated protocols which form the

bulk of utility-based allocation techniques used in the data networks community. In

addition, this background chapter also considers extending the basic resource allocation

model to include externalities.

Chapter 3 contains the core theoretical results of this thesis. A general model for

allocation of resources is presented. This model replaces resources and feasibility based

on resource set partitioning with a more abstract notion of resources and a more flexible

scheme for establishing feasible allocations. An ascending auction over this model is de-

veloped which is shown to result in socially optimal allocations given myopically optimal

bidding. Beginning in Section 3.3 we consider how the general model can be applied to

markets with externalities and interference. Markets with externalities are classified into

identity-dependent and identity-free categories and the general model is used to encode
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both of these types of markets. Interference is then introduced as a restricted class of

identity-free externality.

Chapter 4 applies the interference auction to the problem of data routing through

wireless networks. A model of a wireless network with interference is presented and the

underlying optimal routing problem is derived. Two ascending auctions are developed

by casting the problem as a market with identity-free externalities and then as a market

with interference.

Chapter 5 implements the network bandwidth auction for markets with interference

developed in Chapter 4. The mechanism is then empirically evaluated over a range of

network instances.

Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6. The contributions of this thesis are summarized,

future directions are considered and we present our final remarks.



Chapter 2

Background

To state our motivation precisely, the problem we address in this thesis is how to allocate

network bandwidth to a set of autonomous and selfish agents when there are externalities

imposed by interference. The background required to deal with this problem can be di-

vided into the general economics of allocating resources and specific bandwidth allocation

techniques for data networks. This chapter is structured accordingly.

We begin by considering the general problem of allocating resources between a set of

agents. This involves a background in economic models of resource allocation and a basic

understanding of mechanism design. Once this is established, we consider the details of

a number of price-mediated and auction-based allocation mechanisms. Externalities are

presented as an extension to the basic allocation model. We then move on to the second

half of our objective and consider specialized resource allocation techniques used for

data networks. Specific price adjustment and auction mechanisms used to route data

and allocate simpler network resources are considered. Finally, we briefly consider the

relation of interference to these models.

7
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2.1 Allocation of Resources

2.1.1 The Resource Allocation Model

The following model presents a framework for allocating indivisible resources to users.

This simple system provides a starting point which we will extend to more complex

systems with externalities. Most work at finding allocation mechanisms has been focussed

on this restricted problem both in the economics and networking communities. In this

model resources are partitioned between a set of agents. An agent receives a level of value

which depends on the set of resources assigned to them. The related resource allocation

problem (RAP) is to find the mapping of goods to agents which maximizes some function

of the individual agent values.

We consider a set of m agents denoted by I = {0, 1, 2, ..., m−1}. The set of resources

R = {r1, r2, ..., rn} is composed of n elements. Each resource is integral and can be

assigned to at most one agent and cannot be divided or otherwise shared among multiple

agents. A bundle S corresponds to a subset of R. An allocation A is an assignment of

bundles to agents such that agent i receives bundle A(i). We say that an allocation A

is feasible if no resources are assigned to more than one agent: A(i) ∩ A(j) = ∅ for all

i, j ∈ I, i 6= j. The full set of feasible allocations is the set A.

Value is assigned to each agent i by a value function vi(S) = v which defines the sum of

value received by agent i if the agent receives the bundle of resources S ⊆ R. In a resource

allocation problem, the objective is to maximize some social choice objective gI(A) which

is a function of a particular allocation given the agents. To be specific, the objective

function is generally a function of the values received by the agents. Common objectives

include maximizing social welfare and max-min fairness. The social welfare is simply the

sum of all rewards received by agents. Figure 2.1 shows a mathematical formulation of

the resource allocation problem maximizing social welfare. Max-min fairness maximizes

the minimum value received among all the agents.
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max
A

∑
i∈I

vi(A(i))

Subject To⋃
i∈I

A(i) ⊆ R (2.1)

A(i) ∩ A(j) = ∅ ∀i, j ∈ I, i 6= j (2.2)

Figure 2.1: Resource Allocation Problem Maximizing Social Welfare

2.1.2 Mechanism Design

A mechanism corresponds to a set of rules for a game. The goal of mechanism design is to

arrive at a mechanism where rational behaviour by participants in the induced game will

result in specific system-wide goals being achieved. We will formally define a mechanism

in the context of the RAP presented above. For a more general treatment of the subject

please refer to [19].

An outcome is defined as a pair of (A, P ) where A is an allocation and P is a price

vector such that P (i) associates a real valued payment from agent i to the mechanism.

The full set of possible outcomes is the set O. We assume quasi-linear utility, that is,

the total utility received by the agent for a given outcome (A, P ) is:

Ui(A, P ) = vi(A(i))− P (i) (2.3)

In general, each agent has a type which determines their preferences for different out-

comes. In the case of the RAP and given the quasi-linear assumption, the value function

vi is sufficient to define the type of agent i. We define Θi as the set of possible types for

agent i. We also define the social choice function γ : Θ0 × ... × Θm−1 → A which given

a set of agent types returns the allocation maximizing gI .

In a game, each agent i ∈ I can select actions from a strategy set Σi. We are
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restricting attention here to deterministic actions which specify a conditional plan that

an agent will take during the course of a game. In a more general setting, agents may be

able to randomize their actions. A deterministic action in a single stage auction might

correspond to announcing the price at which the agent values an object. In an iterative

mechanism an action will specify responses at each iteration.

Definition 1. A mechanism M = (Σ1, Σ2, ...Σm, h) is a collection of strategy sets

(Σ1, Σ2, ...Σm) and an outcome function h : Σ1 × Σ2 × ...× Σm → O.

The outcome function simply translates a full profile of selected agent actions into

an outcome. We define a strategy σi : Θi → Σi as a mapping from an agent i’s type to

an action. A strategy can be thought of as a more general specification of how an agent

will act in a game. For instance, “At the auction house, I will bid my one half of my

true valuation for the object” would correspond to a strategy, whereas, “At the auction

house, I will bid $50 for the object” is sufficient to specify an action.

Examples of a few well-known allocation mechanisms

The first price auction The first price auction protocol allocates a single item to one

of multiple bidders. The protocol functions by collecting a single bid from each bidder

which consists of a price the bidder would be willing to pay. The item is then allocated

to the highest bidder at their bid price.

The strategy set available to each bidder is the full set of real-numbered bids. The

outcome function h receives as input a collection of bids and returns the outcome where

non-highest bidders receive no items and pay nothing and where the highest bidder

receives the item at their bid-price.

English (ascending) auction The English auction is popular in public auction houses

such as Sotheby’s and is very similar to the type of auction used on eBay. As in the first

price auction, this protocol also allocates a single item to the highest bidder at their bid
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price but differs in that the bids are collected in a series of bid rounds. Each round new

bids are elicited from all bidders with the caveat that they must increase on the current

maximum bid price. The auction completes when no new bids enter the auction. The

strategy sets available to the bidders specify bid-price responses to all possible ask prices.

A reasonable strategy is, at each iteration, to bid the minimum acceptable price until

that price exceeds the agent’s value for the object.

A simple price-mediated market Distributed markets are very common but may

be complex in that they consist of many distributed agents with a large space of possible

strategies. The following price-adjustment protocol is a simplification which captures the

essence of adaptation to supply and demand. This protocol is also very relevant to actual

network pricing protocols which we discuss in Section 2.2.2.

In this market we assume agents are divided into classes of buyers and sellers. Each

seller has some initial endowment of identical resources. In each iteration sellers post a

price for the goods they own and buyers post demand for a combination of goods at the

current posted prices. The protocol completes when posts are consistent (demand does

not exceed supply) and remain unchanged for a full iteration. The outcome function al-

locates goods to buyers whereever they have posted demand, and allocates the remainder

to the original sellers. Buyers pay the posted price for each unit they receive and sellers

receive their posted price for each unit allocated to buyers.

This particular example is a simplified version of an actual market and does not

accurately reflect how interactions are timed and how goods are allocated in real markets.

An important feature to note is that prices do not change monotonically which makes it

much more difficult to show that the protocol will complete with a stable solution. These

more flexible prices may on the other hand make the mechanism more robust to changes

in agent types. An additional feature of this mechanism is that it is budget-balanced.

That is, the net payment to the mechanism is 0.
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Implementing Social Choice Functions

In order to define whether or not a mechanism is successful in achieving a social objective,

we need to define what corresponds to a game arriving at a stable solution. In general

there is no single answer, rather, game theory provides a host of competing solution

concepts. These correspond to arriving at an equilibrium, a notion of stability, where for

each agent, given the full profile of strategies by the other agents and under the assump-

tions implied by this solution concept, the said agent would not change their strategy.

The most popular of these concepts for games of incomplete information is the Bayesian

Nash equilibrium which states that given a common prior on the types of other agents, no

agent can unilaterally deviate from their equilibrium strategy and improve their expected

utility. The dominant strategy equilibrium is an alternative solution concept which re-

quires that irrespective of the strategies employed by other agents, no agents can gain

utility by deviating from their equilibrium strategy. The dominant solution is stronger

since it does not require an agent having knowledge of the other agents’ strategies.

Definition 2. A strategy profile (σ∗1, σ
∗
2, ...σ

∗
m) is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium of mecha-

nism (Σ1, Σ2, ...Σm, h) if every agent maximizes their expected utility given the strategies

of the other agents:

Ei(σ
∗
i (vi), σ

∗
−i, vi) ≥ Ei(σ

′
i(vi), σ

∗
−i, vi) ∀σ′i, i ∈ I (2.4)

Where Ei() is the expected utility given the common prior Pr:

Ei(σi(vi), σ−i, vi) =
∑
θ−i

Pr(θ−i)Ui(σi(vi), σ−i(θ−i)) (2.5)

The notation X−i is used throughout to denote the full profile of attribute X for all

agents with the exception of agent i. For instance, in the above notation σ−i represents

the profile of strategies for each agent except agent i.

Definition 3. A strategy profile (σ∗1, σ
∗
2, ...σ

∗
m) is a dominant strategy equilibrium of

mechanism (Σ1, Σ2, ...Σm, h) if the strategy selected by each agent dominates (results in
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at least as high expected utility irrespective of other agents actions) all other available

strategies:

Ui(h(σ∗i (vi), s−i) ≥ Ui(h(σ′i(vi), s−i)) ∀σ′i, s−i ∈ Σ−i, i ∈ I (2.6)

A mechanism implements a social choice function in a given solution concept if there

is a strategy profile consistent with the solution concept which results in an outcome

where the social choice function is realized.

Definition 4. The mechanism M = (Σ1, Σ2, ...Σm, h) implements social choice function

γ for a given solution concept if there is a strategy profile (σ∗1 , σ
∗
2, ...σ

∗
m) consistent with

the solution concept where h(σ∗1(v1), σ
∗
2(v2), ...σ

∗
m(vm)) = γ(v1, v2, ...vm).

Different concepts have different predictive strength and also differ in the contexts to

which they are applicable. As mentioned above, it would be much easier to convince an

agent to follow a dominant strategy than a strategy whose optimality depends on other

agents choosing the same Nash equilibrium.

Coalitions of agents may be able to deviate from Nash equilibria and even dominant

strategy equilibria and receive a higher total payoff. As a result, these two concepts or

not considered robust in situations where agents can form coalitions. The core is an al-

ternative solution concept designed to accommodate situations where coalition formation

is likely.

An additional consideration is the computational requirements which a solution con-

cept places on the agents. For instance, if choosing optimal strategies requires considering

a large tree of potential trajectories this computation may well be beyond the capabil-

ities of the agents. This problem where a rational agent’s ability to act rationally is

hindered by computational limitations is known as bounded rationality [30]. While this

makes it difficult to argue in concrete terms that a given equilibrium will result, it allows

us to consider simpler intuitive strategies which agents are likely to follow and which

may lead to equilibria. In iterative protocols, for instance, agents may be likely to select
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the best possible action given that the protocol halts immediately. In many cases this

computation may be very simple. Often it will correspond to selecting an action which

dominates in this limited time frame allowing agents to ignore strategic considerations.

This strategy is termed the myopically optimal strategy [24]. In the case of the English

auction, the myopically optimal behaviour is for an agent to bid at the minimum bid

increment above the current ask price while the ask price is less than its valuation. In

our discussion of iterative mechanisms we will generally focus on the myopically optimal

strategy.

2.1.3 Relevant mechanisms

The set of mechanisms relevant to this thesis can be loosely divided into distributed

and centralized mechanisms. The most important group of distributed mechanisms are

distributed price-mediated markets which are akin to a traditional marketplace. In these

markets, sellers post prices for their endowment of goods and buyers select some set of

goods and pay the corresponding posted prices. The relevant centralized mechanisms

fall under the heading of a monopolistic auction. In this case there is a single seller and

multiple buyers who through one of a number of auction mechanisms select an outcome.

Because the monopolistic auction is centered around the seller, optimization of global

social choice functions is often a much simpler task and more complex interactions can

be mediated by the seller. This is reflected in a wider range of centralized mechanisms.

The First-Price and English auctions defined above are both examples of centralized mo-

nopolistic auction mechanisms. The Simple Price-Mediated market can be implemented

as a distributed mechanism.

Distributed price-mediated markets

Using price as a mediator is well studied by microeconomists and is a fundamental as-

sumption of much analysis of competitive markets. More recently this type of model
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has gained interest as a general method for mediating the behaviour of distributed sys-

tems of rational agents. The analogy has been important for both the development and

analysis of distributed protocols for a large number of computational problems dealing

with the allocation of contested resources. Examples range from robot control [8] to

allocation of system resources [33]. Within the networking community price-mediated

markets have been studied to address a range of different situations involving data net-

works [7, 15, 26, 5].

Particularly in the networking literature, it is very common to assume that the sellers,

i.e., the owners of network resources, are not in fact trying to maximize utility [7, 15, 26,

5]. Rather, they are interested in some social outcome and can collectively be thought of

as the designer of the mechanism. In this case, specific behaviour can be mandated on the

part of network nodes. The challenge then is to show that an equilibrium exists among the

remaining agents and that this equilibrium supports the social choice function of interest.

In the case where the sellers are part of the mechanism this generally corresponds to

finding appropriate Nash equilibria among the buyers.

For more general markets where buyers and sellers are autonomous an important

concept is the competitive (or Walrasian) equilibrium. In a competitive equilibrium (1)

the buyers are maximizing utility given the prices and (2) the allocation is profit max-

imizing. Traditionally, competitive equilibrium has been applied as a solution concept

to competitive markets where no single buyer or seller has control over prices. Large

markets for commodities such as oil or soybeans are typical examples of an application

domain for competitive equilibrium.

The theory of competitive equilibrium has been extended to markets trading person-

alized commodities, that is, markets where the identity of the buyer and seller impact

the trade. Makowski has applied competitive equilibria to personalized markets allow-

ing prices which are non-linear in quantity [18]. More recently competitive equilibrium

theory has been generalized to account for pricing of bundles of resources. Bikhchandani
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and Ostroy propose the package assignment model [4] as a general model for the exchange

of bundles of goods from a set of sellers to a set of buyers. This central portion of the

package assignment model is a generalization of the resource allocation model described

above to the case of multiple sellers. In addition to showing that competitive equilibrium

is applicable to small markets selling packages of goods, Bikhchandani and Ostroy show

that if a market can be modeled within the terms of the package assignment model an

outcome supported by a competitive equilibrium is socially optimal. Their work also con-

siders the existence of competitive equilibria in a range of pricing schemes varying from

additive (individual resource prices) to discriminative bundle prices where each buyer

may face different posted prices for each resource bundle. An important note is that in

an instance of the package assignment model, and by inheritance the resource allocation

model, competitive equilibrium always exist given discriminative bundle pricing.

Monopolistic Auction Protocols

As previously mentioned, centralized monopolistic auctions allow for more intensive com-

putation. The Vickrey-Clark-Groves (VCG) mechanism is an important example of how

centralized computation can be used to implement global objectives. This mechanism

was initially discovered by Vickrey for auctions of a single resource [31]. In this domain,

the VCG auction is a second-price auction where each bidder submits a bid and the

highest bidder wins the resource but pays the price bid by the second highest bidder.

The generalized VCG Mechanism is due to Clarke [6] and Groves [11] and is applicable

to much more general settings including those which are not monopolistic. The VCG

mechanism is a direct revelation mechanism which means that the set of strategies avail-

able to agents is restricted to revealing a type, Σi = Θi. The outcome function selects

the outcome that would maximize social welfare if the agents had revealed their types

truthfully. The VCG mechanism applied to the RAP appears as follows:

Definition 5. A VCG mechanism is a direct revelation mechanism M = (Θ1, ..., Θm, f)
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with f = (A∗, P ) where A∗ ∈ A is a socially optimal allocation given reported types and

where:

P (i) = −
∑
j 6=i

vj(A
∗(j)) +

∑
j 6=i

vj(A
∗
−i(j)) ∀i ∈ I

(2.7)

A∗
−i is a socially optimal allocation for the reported types of RAP (I\{i}, R) (2.8)

Given agents with quasi-linear utility, the VCG mechanism achieves a social welfare

maximizing outcome under dominant strategies. In addition, truthfully revealing their

types is a dominant strategy. The disadvantages of the VCG mechanism are that the

payments may be very low, the mechanism can be exploited by colluding agents, and

the computational and communicative expense of bidders divulging full utility functions

may be prohibitive.

A very different auction paradigm from the single shot, direct revelation, truthful

VCG mechanism is an iterative ascending auction. This particular type of auction is of

interest to us particularly because of its potential to reduce the computational expendi-

tures of the bidders. With respect to a single item this mechanism is equivalent to the

English auction discussed in Section 2.1.2. The generalization to the allocation of bundles

of goods as in the RAP was first investigated by David Parkes, which he named iBun-

dle [25, 23, 24]. More recently, Ausubel and Milgrom have investigated certain strategic

aspects of a simplified version of this mechanism [3].

The iBundle mechanism maintains and updates ask prices on individual bundles in

a similar way to the updating of the ask price on the single good for sale in the English

auction. A brief description of an iteration proceeds as follows:

1. A collection of X-OR bids for bundles are elicited from buyers and required to be

greater than the ask price.

2. The set of bids which are feasible and which generate the highest value for the
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auctioneer is selected to represent a tentative outcome.

3. Ask prices on bundles on which bids were placed but the bidder lost are updated,

ensuring that bids on these bundles will increase in subsequent iterations.

The auction terminates when no new bids are placed. iBundle is structured so as to

ensure that when the auction halts the outcome is in an approximate competitive equi-

librium. Parkes [24] then takes advantage of the Bikhchandani and Ostroy competitive

equilibrium results to show that the outcome is approximately socially optimal and can

be made arbitrarily close to this objective. In order to guarantee the competitive equi-

librium, iBundle dynamically shifts from simple bundle pricing to discriminative bundle

pricing as needed. We will discuss the details of the pricing rules within the context of a

generalized ascending auction in Section 3.2.

The auction mechanism proposed by Ausubel and Milgrom [3] is very similar to

iBundle and differs primarily in that they do not allow for discriminative pricing. Due

to this limitation they cannot guarantee a socially optimal allocation except under the

condition that resources are substitutes. Ausubel and Milgrom do however demonstrate

strong results for the coalitional stability of the equilibrium outcome.

2.1.4 Models of Externalities

Externalities is a term most often used in the popular media to single out environmental

impacts that are not accounted for when a good is allocated. For instance, purchasing

and using an SUV will slightly decrease the valuation of low lying New-Orleans real

estate. In the context of the resource allocation model we have proposed it is convenient

to define an externality in terms of changes to the value received by one agent based on a

change to a different agent’s allocation. This requires a minor extension to the allocation

model we introduced earlier to allow the value function of an agent to consider the global

allocation as opposed to only the resources allocated to that particular agent. The value
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function changes such that vi : A → <. We use the following formal definition of a

market with externalities:

Definition 6. A market with externalities is a market where there exists an agent i and

two allocations A and A′ where A(i) = A′(i) and the v(A) 6= v(A′).

Externalities have been well studied by microeconomists in the context of price-

mediated economies. Externalities can result in inefficient markets such as the extreme

case illustrated in Example 1. Certain adjustments to market mechanisms have been

considered to reduce the inefficiency. These can be summarized as making the agent

who causes the externality pay for it. These include heavy handed taxation and quota

schemes [22] as well as allowing direct bargaining for the “right” to produce the exter-

nalities [32]. These mechanisms require that the effect of the externality on other agents

can be directly and accurately measured. Given that the externality can be measured,

the challenge then is to compute the cost of the externality which may be very difficult

when there are multiple agents contributing to the externality.

While there is a large body of work on adjusting markets with externalities there is

a scarcity of work addressing similar problems in the auction community. Given that

auctions generally provide a trusted and centralized party well-positioned to calculate

the externality costs, we believe that auction mechanisms are a particularly apt solution

to improve efficiency in the presence of externalities.

Of particular interest to us, an iterative ascending auction mechanism addressing

general externalities has been proposed by Ranger [28, 27]. In these two papers Ranger

proposes an extension to the Ausubel-Milgrom ascending auction allowing bidders to

place bids on the entire space of outcomes. For instance, in Example 1 each bid would

specify a price for each pair of transmission powers for agent 1 and agent 2.

A particular shortcoming of this auction is that it is unlikely to scale to even moder-

ately sized problems. Since the full space of outcomes grows exponentially in the number

of users, the bidding space will be extremely large. Computing bids presents particular
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problems to the bidders. Furthermore, bids and ask prices need to be communicated

between bidders and the auctioneer presenting additional challenges.

A second impracticality is that Ranger assumes bidders are able to accurately compute

the value of each allocation. We argue that in many cases bidders do not have the specific

domain knowledge nor the ability to accurately perform this computation. For instance

in a wireless domain as portrayed in Example 1 for a user to accurately assess the severity

of externality imposed in a specific allocation they need to have full knowledge of the

structure of the interference function and parameters such as the physical separation

of the nodes. Obtaining this knowledge may be unrealistic for the users whereas, the

network owner (the auctioneer) is likely to be much better positioned to obtain this type

of information.

2.2 Network Bandwidth Allocation

The central task of a data network is to quickly transmit messages between users. In an

uncongested network, responding to a routing request boils down to finding the shortest

path. When there is congestion the network is forced to be judicious in its allocation

of bandwidth. This involves moving messages along routes with less congestion and

prioritizing access. Traditionally, network users have not been considered to be rational

agents and allocating resources was done to optimize functions of bandwidth rather than

utility. Common objectives include maximizing total flow, max-flow, and maximizing the

minimum flow, max-min fairness.

However, network users have preferences and utilities for bandwidth allocation and/or

quality of service which should be taken into account. For instance, certain data is much

more valuable than others: a 911 call should have priority over someone ordering pizza.

In the last fifteen years, particularly as networking technology supporting varying quality

of service (QOS) and capable of handling pricing mechanisms has been developed, more
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utility-based allocation methods have been considered. There has been a lot of work

applying price-mediated mechanisms to networks and there is also limited work studying

auctions and less robust game-theoretic methods. Following a brief discussion of network

models, we will discuss several price-mediated protocols and then discuss auction-based

techniques. Finally, we will consider the impact of interference.

2.2.1 Network Models

In Chapter 4 we will present a rigorous network model. At this point, it is sufficient to

consider the main features of a network model. A network consists of a routing graph,

R = (N, E), consisting of the set of nodes N linked together by a set of links E. Nodes

can forward packets directly to neighbours up to the maximum capacity associated with

the link.

The network model can be extended to model wireless interference. Certain nodes

interfere with other nodes by their broadcasting reducing the latter nodes’ ability to

receive transmissions. This relationship is represented by an interference graph H =

(N, EH). We will discuss the form of the reduction in bandwidth when we present the

full network model in Chapter 4.

Over top of this simple network is a range of user models which generally depend on

the application domain. A simple interpretation is that the interests of network agents

are either aligned with those of a network designer trying to implement a social choice

function or are autonomous rational agents. We now discuss a couple important data

network paradigms.

Wired network A wired network consists of separate users and network infrastruc-

ture (nodes). Generally nodes are assumed to work together and represent a single

agent. Users are rational agents. Of course since there are no wireless nodes there is no

interference.
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Ad-hoc networks An ad-hoc network is a collection of wireless nodes which dynami-

cally form a network. In an ad-hoc network each node represents both a user and owner

of network resources. Generally, it is assumed that all nodes are cooperative or all nodes

are rational agents. Interference is often not explicitly modeled but is assumed to be

resolved by lower-layer protocols. Perhaps the exception most relevant to our work is the

paper by Julian et. al. [14] studying the use of convex optimization to allocate bandwidth

in networks with interference and which are subject to QOS and fairness constraints.

Mesh network A mesh network is a collection of wireless nodes which cooperate to

provide network infrastructure to a set of rational agents. This type of network is similar

to the wired network model with the addition of interference.

Shared access point This models a set of wireless nodes which each correspond to a

rational user, sharing access to a larger network through a single access point. Consider,

for example, a set of wireless users, each perhaps representing a notebook or handheld

device, who are sharing a wireless Internet access point. This is similar to the mesh

network but without complex routing requirements.

2.2.2 Price-mediated bandwidth allocation

The simplest price-mediated protocols studied are simple token exchange schemes. These

protocols are appropriate when agents are both sellers and buyers as in the ad-hoc net-

work setting. Buttyán and Hubaux [5] investigate this type of protocol with an eye

towards solving certain limitations related to the secure exchange of funds. Indeed, the

protocol does not attempt to maximize social objectives. In their implementation each

agent begins with an initial endowment of tokens and then pays a number of tokens pro-

portional to the distance they wish to send a message and receives a single token when

they forward another agent’s message.
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The approach Kelly [15, 16] takes to this problem is much closer to the functioning

of an actual economy. Again funds are exchanged for the routing of messages but now

the cost of routing a message is adaptable. To be precise, Kelly considers a wired net-

work model where nodes follow a fixed distributed protocol. Kelly places the model in

the context of a constrained optimization problem and, by examining the resulting La-

grangian function, Kelly is able to separate the aggregate problem into a collection of user

problems determining demand, and a single network problem determining prices. In [15]

Kelly identifies the underlying optimization problem and shows that an equilibrium ex-

ists at the social optimum. In addition, in a restricted environment where each user is

serviced by a single route Kelly identifies a certain form of utility function where this

equilibrium point also achieves proportional fairness. An allocation is proportionally fair

if changing to any other allocation would result in an aggregate decrease in proportional

value changes to the individual agents:

∑
i∈I

vi(A
′(i))− vi(A(i))

vi(A(i))
< 0 ∀A′ ∈ A

In the follow-up paper [16], price and demand adjustment strategies are provided cor-

responding to both the primal and dual Lagrangian optimizations. Both strategies can

be implemented in a distributed manner and given a particular form of utility function

converge to a proportionally fair allocation. Note that while this protocol will reach a

game-theoretic equilibrium, throughout the protocol users are following the protocol by

mandate rather that maximizing utility.

The primary goal of Kelly’s work is to use analogies to economic markets to find

scalable distributed algorithms which maintain stable and reasonably high quality band-

width allocations. The applicability to cases where users are truly autonomous agents is

questionable since users are expected to follow a mandated protocol. Ganesh, Laevens

and Steinberg [9] as well as Wu and Marbach [34] have looked to address this deficiency.

Both of these papers show convergence in the Kelly model with rational agents given

varying restrictions on network topology and user utility functions.
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Ganesh et. al. [9] restrict the network to a single link and choose to ignore the issue

handling general user utility functions. Rather, the class of utility functions is limited to

the following class of functions which they argue is relatively expressive:

vi(x) = wi
xβ − 1

β
, 0 < β < 1, wi > 0 (2.9)

β and wi are parameters and x is the flow achieved by agent i. Wu and Marbach [34]

extend this result to the more general case where utility functions are increasing, strictly

concave and differentiable, in addition requiring that the derivative is subject to a bound-

ing condition.

In all the above optimal protocols, there are severe restrictions placed on the topology

of the network. Equally important the assumptions on the utility functions of the users

are very restrictive. Utility functions are usually much more general than the limitations

imposed by a strictly concave increasing function. For instance, a utility function for

bandwidth may resemble a non-decreasing step function since users are likely to value

discrete amounts of bandwidth which enable them to perform specific tasks: enough

bandwidth to send e-mail, enough bandwidth to use VOIP, enough bandwidth to down-

load full-screen video.

2.2.3 Auction based allocation

Because of the overhead associated with bidding, auctions are a relatively unexplored

topic for network bandwidth allocation. We did not find any other examples of work

using a single auction to allocate multiple routes simultaneously. We did however locate

several examples of using auctions to buy or sell limited network components. The

user models and topology assumptions differ significantly from the Kelly model we are

primarily interested in.

In the algorithmic mechanism design community, Nisan and Ronen [21] apply the

VCG mechanism to find prices and a least cost path to the destination. This approach
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was applied to an abstract network model where each node is a rational agent which has

a certain cost associated with forwarding a message. A single user wishes to forward

a message to a destination and will have to pay each link on the selected path some

amount. The path and payments are computed by a VCG mechanism paralleling the

description of the RAP VCG in Section 2.1.3:

• User sends out requests to for bids (cost to forward message to along a link).

• Find least cost path given reported costs.

• Payment to each link is the reported cost plus the difference between the least cost

path which excludes the link and the actual least cost path.

This mechanism is subject to several problems: most notably the overpayment is poten-

tially many times the actual cost of the path. Archer and Tardos [2] try to alleviate this

problem by selecting paths which have fewer links but finally show that for a wide vari-

ety of one-shot mechanisms similar overpayment results hold. However, in a real system

where there is competition between a rich selection of satisfactory routes these situations

would be unlikely. Anderegg and Eidenbenz [1] attempt to apply this mechanism to the

ad hoc network model and develop a the Ad-Hoc VCG routing protocol. They address

specific systems issues related to power usage in the wireless setting.

Huang et. al. [12] promote an auction approach to the shared access point model.

In their model a user interferes with another by reducing their ratio of signal to overall

noise (SINR). This form of interference is similar to what would be expected with a

code division multiple access (CDMA) sharing protocol. This interference is explicitly

considered in an auction mechanism where users submit real-valued bids and are allocated

resources proportional to the size of their bid relative to the other bids. They consider

both an auction for the underlying resource of power and then for the usable bandwidth

(SINR). They show that under certain assumptions the allocation will be arbitrarily close

to the VCG solution. While the problem and actual mechanism are very different from
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our approach, the explicit consideration of interference along with considering both the

underlying and directly valued resource show a similar spirit to our work.

Note that these auctions do not suffer from the same limitations on the range of utility

functions they can accommodate.



Chapter 3

Generalized Ascending Auction

The model described in Section 2.1.1 partitions the set of goods into bundles all of which

are allocated between the agents. This model has the following two limitations:

1. Agents have a fixed value for each bundle of goods described by their value function.

2. Any allocation of goods which partitions the full set of goods between agents is

feasible.

These limitations correspond to classical assumptions: resources are concrete items and

bidders are independent. The limitation on the value function breaks down when there

an agent’s utility is different in two allocations where it receives the same bundle of goods.

We previously defined this situation as an externality. If certain partitions of goods are

not permitted, the second limitation becomes an issue. A possible example might be a

fairness requirement in a government auction which ensures that at least some number of

bidders win. More importantly for our work, certain externalities such as those caused by

wireless interference can be modeled as standard allocation problems with restrictions on

the space of feasible partitions. Following an introduction to the generalized allocation

model and a corresponding ascending auction. We will then use this model to encode a

variety of markets with externalities.

27
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3.1 The Generalized Allocation Model

The generalized model is composed of a triple of {I, G, K} where I is a set of agents, G

is a set of priced-entities and K is a set of feasible subsets of G. The set of priced entities

and how feasible allocations are defined is the novel portion of the model.

The set of priced entities is denoted by G = {g1, g2, ...gn}. A priced entity can be

understood as encompassing all aspects of an allocation which give utility to any agent.

For instance, in the RAP, each subset of goods would be a member of G, G = {S : S ⊆
R}.

In Example 1, allocating power on two adjacent and interfering links, (A, B), be-

tween two users, (1, 2), the value a user received was dependent on the bandwidth they

received on a single link. This value is determined by the power on the link in ques-

tion and the interference caused by the power used on the adjacent link. An appro-

priate characterization of an element of G for this example would be the set of triples,

G = {(`, pA, pB) : ` ∈ {A, B}, 0 ≤ pA ≤ c(A), 0 ≤ pB ≤ c(B)}, where ` specifies the

link where the agent receiving this entity would be allocated power, pA and pB specify

the power on links A and B, and c(A) and c(B) specify the maximum power capacity of

links A and B.

As in Section 2.1.1, the set I = {0, 1, 2...m− 1} corresponds to a set of agents where

each agent i has a value function vi. The value function vi(g) is the value that i will

receive if allocated entity g. The value function is now defined over each member of G.

An allocation is a function A : I → G ∪ {∅}. In an allocation A(i) = gi, entity gi is

allocated to agent i. Each member of G can be assigned to at most one agent; however

multiple agents may receive no entities, and multiple entities may go unallocated.

Feasibility of an allocation is defined based on which entities are allocated. K is

a set of subsets of G and an allocation A is feasible if there exists k ∈ K such that

k = {A(i) : i ∈ I}.
In the case of the RAP K corresponds to the set of partitions of the set of resources. In
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max
A∈A

∑
i∈I

vi(A(i))

Subject To

{g : A(i) = g, i ∈ I} = k ∃k ∈ K (3.1)

Figure 3.1: Generalized Allocation Problem Maximizing Social Welfare

Example 1, an allocation is feasible if the two users are allocated power on different links

and the power levels specified by the entities are compatible. Since there are only two

users, a member of K is any set consisting of a pair of entities, {(`, pA, pB), (`′, p′A, p′B)}
where ` 6= `′, pA = p′A and pB = p′B.

The generalized allocation problem (GA) corresponds to finding the feasible allocation

which maximizes some objective. Figure 3.1 shows the GA where social welfare is being

maximized.

3.2 Ascending Auction Mechanism

In this section, we describe and generalize an iBundle style ascending auction mechanism

to solve the generalized allocation problem maximizing social welfare. The central change

is that rather than bidding on bundles, agents now bid on priced entities. Changes to

many details of the mechanism follow from this modification. We begin by identifying

subsumption and mutual feasibility relationships between priced entities. These proper-

ties are generalizations of certain set properties of bundles used in the bundled auction.

We then describe the mechanism in detail.
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3.2.1 Properties of priced entities

The subsumption relationship is a binary relation between members of G denoted by

gj �X g` for a set of agents X. The relation gj �X g` is true if given domain specific

knowledge about the agents in set X, for each i ∈ X vi(gj) ≥ vi(g`). For instance, free

disposal, which assumes that more is always better, is often a reasonable assumption. In

a bundled auction with free disposal the subsumption relation for two entities gj and g`,

gj �I g`, holds if gj ⊇ g`.

The mutual feasibility relation is a binary relation where two entities gj and g` are

mutually feasible if there exists a feasible allocation where g` and gj are allocated to

different bidders. This is equivalent to the existence of some k in K where gj ∈ k and

g` ∈ k. In the bundled auction gj and g` satisfy mutual feasibility if gj ∩ g` = ∅. In

the above encoding of Example 1, two entities, (`, pA, pB) and (`′, p′A, p′B), are mutually

feasible if the two entities specify that agents who receive these entities are allocated

power on different links and the link powers specified are equal:

` 6= `′

pA = p′A

pB = p′B

3.2.2 Generalized ascending auction

An ascending auction iteratively elicits bids and determines potential allocations where

the mechanism ensures that revenue to the auctioneer increases at each iteration. In the

generalized ascending auction (and iBundle [24]) this is accomplished by automatically

including winning bids from the previous iteration and carefully maintaining ask prices

which provide a lower bound on bid prices from new bids. A winner determination phase

then selects a set of mutually feasible bids which maximize auctioneer revenue (winner

determination). Figure 3.2 provides a skeleton of this auction.
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initialize ask price functions

initialize allocation A, price vector P

while termination condition not met do

Bid elicitation

(A, P ) = Winner determination

Ask price function update

end while

return (A, P )

Figure 3.2: Skeleton of Ascending Auction

Elements of the auction

• Agents: The set of agents I participating in the auction is divided into the seller

(agent 0) and the set of bidders B = I\{0}.

• Ask price function: Ask prices provide a lower bound on acceptable bid prices. Ask

prices are determined by functions of the form askt
X(g) which return a minimum

bid price which bidders in the set X can bid on entity g ∈ G in bid round t. In a

bid round, each bidder is in exactly one such set X and is therefore associated with

one ask price function. For convenience we will sometimes refer to this function as

askt
i .

There are two types of bidders: discriminative and non-discriminative. We define

sets Bt
nd and Bt

d which partition the set of bidders into sets of non-discriminative

and discriminative bidders respectively for a particular bid-round t. Discriminative

bidders each have a unique ask price function and non-discriminative bidders share

the same ask price function.

• Bids: A bid is a pair (g, p) where g ∈ G and p ∈ <. Bids are submitted in exclusive-

or bidsets of the form BIDSt
i = {(g1, p1), (g2, p2), ..., (gk, pk)} from each bidder i in
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a particular round t.

• Allocation: The allocation At is defined as in the generalized model and associated

with a bid round t.

• Price vector: The price vector P t = [pt
1, p

t
2, ..., p

t
m] associates a payment pt

i from

each bidder i to the seller if the potential allocation At is adopted after round t.

Bid elicitation

At each round t, each bidder i is asked to submit an exclusive-or bidset BIDSt
i . A

bidder is allowed to submit a single bid per entity g. The full set of bid submissions

in round t is BIDSt = {BIDSt
i : i ∈ B}. Usually, bid prices will have to exceed the

ask price for an entity in order to be considered in the winner determination, however,

there are two situations where a bidder can submit a bid below the ask price. First of

all if the bidder placed a winning bid on an entity in the previous bid round that bid is

automatically resubmitted in the current bid round. Secondly we allow ε-discounts [24].

An ε-discount allows bidders to place bids on entities even if the ask price slightly exceeds

their maximum bid price by accepting a bid (g, p) which is within ε of the current ask

price. Once a bidder has placed a bid with an ε-discount that is the highest price they

are able to bid on the entity g.

A bid (g, p) from bidder i is valid and will be considered in the winner determination

if any of the following conditions hold:

• bidder i is the winner of g at price p in the current allocation.

• p ≥ askt
i(g) and i has not yet taken an ε-discount on this item.

• askt
i(g)− ε ≤ p < askt

i(g) and the user has taken an ε-discount on this item.

As previously mentioned, if bidder i won with bid (g, p) in the previous allocation, this

bid is automatically included in the current set of bids. This rule is akin to not allowing
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max
{xi(g)}

∑
i∈I

∑
(g,p)∈BIDSt

i

xi(g)p

Subject To∑
g∈G

xi(g) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ B (3.2)

{g : xi(g) = 1} = k ∃k ∈ K (3.3)

xi(g) ∈ {0, 1} ∀g ∈ G (3.4)

Figure 3.3: Mathematical program of the winner determination for the general ascending

auction

bids to be withdrawn.

Winner determination

In bid round t the winner determination phase determines a new potential allocation At+1

given the bid submissions BIDSt. At+1 has the property of being a feasible allocation

which maximizes revenue given the set of bids. Winner determination is specified in a

mathematical program in Figure 3.3. The decision variables are binary indicators xi(g)

which have value 1 if the entity g is won and zero otherwise. The new current allocation

is defined by At such that At(i) = g if there exists xi(g) = 1.

This program is not a mixed integer program because of constraint 3.3. This con-

straint defines feasibility based on the existence of a member of k ∈ K corresponding to

the selected allocation. In general this is not a linear constraint, however, in many cases,

feasibility can be determined using linear constraints determined using domain specific

knowledge.

We define the winning bidders as the set Bt
w = {i : A(i) 6= ∅} and the losing bidders

Bt
l as its complement, those bidders who had no successful bids. The payment vector
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P t is defined such that pt
i = 0 if i ∈ Bt

l and pt
i = p where (g, p) ∈ BIDSt

i , A
t(i) = g

otherwise. Simply put, a bidder pays nothing if its bids lose and the winning bid price if

a bid wins.

Maintaining ask prices

At each round the function askt+1
X is derived from askt

X and the results of winner de-

termination in round t. In addition, new ask price functions are introduced as bidders

move from Bnd to Bd. The updated ask price function askt+1
X , given an entity g ∈ G,

will return the minimum price which satisfies the following constraints:

askt+1
X (g) ≥ askt

X(g) (3.5)

askt+1
X (g) ≥ max

(g,p)∈BIDSt
i ,i∈Bt

l ,i∈X
(p + ε) (3.6)

askt+1
X (g) ≥ max

g′∈G,g�Xg′
{askt+1

X (g′)} (3.7)

Constraint 3.5 states that the ask price function must increase. Constraint 3.6 is the

active constraint which forces the ask prices to increase throughout the auction whenever

there is a bid by a losing bidder on that particular entity. The constraint 3.7 forces any

changes in an ask price of an entity which g subsumes to be propagated.

In round 0 all bidders are in Bnd and share the ask price function ask0
Bnd

where

ask0
Bnd

(g) = 0 for all g ∈ G. As the auction proceeds, bidders are moved from Bnd to Bd

if there bidding satisfies certain criteria. If a bidder i is removed from Bnd at the end of

round t it is assigned a new ask price function askt+1
{i} equivalent to askt+1

Bnd
.

Bidders are removed from Bnd if they submit bids which are not safe:

Definition 7. A set of bids, BIDSt
i , is not safe if i ∈ Bt

l and there exists (g, p), (g′, p′) ∈
BIDSt

i where p and p′ are second best prices on g and g′, and g and g′ are mutually

feasible.
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Termination

The auction terminates when bidding reaches a state of quiescence observed by the set

of bids submitted in a new round being unchanged from the previous round.

3.2.3 Optimality under myopic bidding

Preliminaries

We begin by defining myopic bidding and competitive equilibrium, both which are central

to the optimality proof.

Definition 8. An agent employs a myopic best-response bidding strategy in the gener-

alized auction if the agent places xor-bids on the set of bids where winning the item would

maximize total utility for the agent given the current ask prices:

BIDS∗
i = {(g, p) : vi(g)− p = max

(g′,p′):p′≥aski(g′),g′∈G
{vi(g

′)− p′} (3.8)

Definition 9. An outcome (A, P ) in the general allocation problem with a single seller

and multiple buyers is in a competitive equilibrium (CE) if

1. buyers are allocated entities which maximize their utility at the current prices:

A(i)− aski(A(i)) = max
(g′,p′):p′≥aski(g′),g′∈G

vi(g
′)− p′ ∀i ∈ B (3.9)

2. the current allocation maximizes the revenue to the seller at the current prices:

∑
i∈B

pi ≥ max
∀A′∈A,∃k={A′(i):i∈B}

{revenue(A′, {aski : i ∈ B})} (3.10)

Where revenue(A′, {aski : i ∈ B}) is the sum of the revenue received from each bidder

i ∈ B given that they are allocated A′(i) and pay aski(A
′(i)) to the seller.

In addition to these definitions, the optimality proof is dependent on a linear pro-

gramming formulation of the GA and its dual. The primal and dual programs are shown

in Figures 3.4 and 3.5; we will refer to these programs as LP and DLP respectively.
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In LP , xi(g) is an indicator variable which indicates whether entity g has been al-

located to bidder i. The function vi is the value function from the GA such that the

parameters vi(g) specify the value agent i has for entity g. The variables y(k) are a

second set of indicators which if integral, specify that all allocated entities are from a

feasible set k ∈ K. If the indicators are integral than a solution will correspond to a

solution of the GA problem maximizing social welfare. However, since this is a linear

program in an optimal solution, the indicators xi(g) and yi(k) may be fractional. An

important part of the proof will be to show that there always exists an optimal solution

where the indicators are integral.

The dual, DLP , can be interpreted in terms of the current state of the auction. The

variable p(g) is the current ask price of entity g. The variable u(i) is the maximum utility

at current ask prices for agent i and π is the maximum revenue to the seller at the current

ask prices.

The primal program is equivalent to the linear program used in the package assign-

ment model allowing for prices on bundles [4] restricted to the case where there is a single

seller and multiple buyers and, apart from notation, is identical to the formulations used

to show the optimality of iBundle [24]. This formulation can be used as is with the gen-

eral allocation model since the Bikhchandani and Ostroy formulation uses an arbitrary

set to represent the set of feasible partitions. This set corresponds to the set K in the

general allocation model.

Main results

Our main result extends an optimality result for iBundle to the general ascending auction.

The proof procedure used was developed by Bikhchandani and Ostroy [4] and Parkes [24].

Theorem 1. Given that bidders employ myopic best-response bidding strategies, the al-

location determined by the generalized ascending auction is a 3|B|ε approximation of the

socially optimal solution.
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max
{xi(g),y(k)}

∑
i∈B

∑
g∈G

xi(g)vi(g)

Subject To∑
g∈G

xi(g) ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ B (3.11)

∑
i∈B

xi(g) ≤
∑

{k:g∈k,k∈K}
y(k) ∀g ∈ G (3.12)

∑
k∈K

y(k) ≤ 1 (3.13)

xi(g), y(k) ≥ 0 (3.14)

Figure 3.4: Primal linear program for allocation of priced entities, LP

min
{u(i),p(g),π}

∑
i∈B

u(i) + π

Subject To

u(i) + p(g) ≥ vi(g) ∀g ∈ G, i ∈ B (3.15)

π −
∑
g∈k

p(g) ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K (3.16)

u(i), p(g), π ≥ 0 (3.17)

Figure 3.5: Dual program for allocation of priced entities, DLP
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A complete proof of this result can be found in Appendix A. Bikhchandani and Os-

troy [4] also established equivalencies between allocations which maximize social welfare

and outcomes which are in a competitive equilibrium. We establish a similar result in

the general allocation model with non-discriminative pricing:

Theorem 2. An optimal solution to the LP exists which is integral and solves the alloca-

tion problem if and only if non-discriminatory entity prices exist that support the optimal

allocation in a competitive equilibrium.

Our contribution here is showing that this theorem extends to the general allocation

model. The technique used to prove this result relies heavily on linear programming

duality and is very similar in form to the method we use to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2

The variables and parameters from LP and DLP correspond to the general ascending

auction according to the following interpretation:

• vi(g) is the value bidder i has for entity g

• xi(g) indicates whether entity g is allocated to bidder i

• y(k) indicates whether feasible set k ∈ K is active

• p(g) is the current ask price of entity g

• u(i) is the maximum utility at current ask prices for agent i

• π is the maximum revenue to the seller at the current ask prices

Existence of integral solution implies competitive equilibrium: Suppose that

(x,y) constitutes an integral solution to LP where x = {xi(g)} and y = {y(k)}. By stan-

dard linear programming theory there therefore exists a conjugate solution (uB,pG, π)
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to DLP where uB = {u(i) : i ∈ B} and pG = {p(g) : g ∈ G}. Consider the following

complementary slackness conditions:

xi(g) > 0 ⇒ u(i) + p(g) = vi(g) (3.18)

u(i) > 0 ⇒
∑
g∈G

xi(g) = 1 (3.19)

Condition 3.18 implies that bidders are awarded only entities which maximize their utility

given the pG. Condition 3.19 together with the integrality of x implies that if the

maximum utility for a bidder is positive they are awarded an entity. Together 3.18 and

3.19 demonstrate that all bidders will receive their maximum utility given the current

prices.

Now consider the complementary slackness condition associated with variables y(k):

y(k) > 0 ⇒ π −
∑
g∈k

p(g) = 0 (3.20)

This condition implies that in the selected feasible set k the actual revenue, equal to∑
g∈k p(g),Wh will be equal to the maximum revenue given the current ask prices. This

satisfies both conditions for a CE as required.

Entity prices supporting a CE imply an integral solution to LP : Suppose that

we have entity prices pG which imply a CE at the optimal allocation A∗. The variables

π and u(i) are well defined given pG. By the definition of CE we have:

∑
k∈K

(
y(k)

∑
g∈k

p(g)

)
= π (3.21)

∑
g∈G

xi(g)vi(g) = u(i) ∀i (3.22)

We consider the integral assignment x∗ where xi(g) = 1 if A∗(i) = g and xi(g) = 0

otherwise. Since the optimal allocation is feasible the feasible set k∗, where g ∈ k∗ if and

only if g is allocated in A∗, must be in K. We define y∗ as y(k∗) = 1 and y(k) = 0 for

k 6= k∗. The solution (x∗,y∗) to LP fulfills the primal constraints and is feasible.
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We have already shown that in a CE the complementary slackness conditions 3.18,

3.19 and 3.20 hold. Now consider the remaining complementary slackness conditions:

π > 0 ⇒
∑
k∈K

y(k) = 1 (3.23)

p(g) > 0 ⇒
∑
i∈B

xi(g) =
∑

{k:g∈k,k∈K}
y(k) (3.24)

The feasible solution (x∗,y∗) to LP directly satisfies 3.23 and 3.24. Hence, by comple-

mentary slackness the solution (x∗,y∗) is optimal as well as integral.

3.2.4 Subsumption and bidding languages

The subsumption property turns out to be superfluous if bidders truly bid myopically.

Recall that if gj �X gk implies that vi(gj) ≤ vi(gk) for all i ∈ X. So if askt
i(gk) ≤ askt

i(gj)

a bidder i which places a bid on gj would also have placed a bid on gk and hence any losing

bidder which bid on gj would also have bid on gk and both prices would be updated.

While myopic bidding may have no effect if bidders are truly myopic, identifying

the subsumption relationships does allow the auctioneer to create more compact bidding

languages. The auctioneer and bidders can agree that a bid (p, g) will imply additional

bids at the same price on all entities which subsume g. For instance, if a bidder places a

bid of $X on 2 units of bandwidth it is reasonable for the auctioneer to assume that the

bidder would place an $X bid on 3 units of bandwidth even if the bidder does not explic-

itly place this bid. Using subsumption in this manner may simplify the computational

requirements for the bidder and reduce communication requirements.
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3.3 Externalities

3.3.1 Classes of Externalities

In Definition 6 we defined a market with externalities as any market where value to an

agent depends on aspects of the allocation other than the goods received by the agent.

We now wish to sub-classify markets with externalities according to requirements on the

utility function. Consider the following scenario:

Example 2. A casino manager wishes to seat a set of players at a card table in order

to maximize social welfare. Players may have different criteria for valuing the group of

players they wish to play with. Here are three possible sets of assumptions:

• Players are just out for some excitement so their value depends only on whether

they play or do not play.

• Players are all strangers but are accustomed to playing in groups of specific sizes

so that their value also depends on the specific number of people they play with.

• Players have friends and nemeses and therefore their value depends on the specific

individuals in the group they are playing with.

In the second and third case the value a player receives depends not only on whether

they are awarded a seat but also on who else is seated and hence externalities are present.

The character of the externalities vary since in the third case the value depends on

the specific identities of the winners whereas in the second case the volume of goods

awarded is the only external factor affecting the value. We define markets with these

types of externalities as respectively markets with identity dependent and identity free

externalities. Before formally defining these externalities we introduce S(A) =
⋃

i∈I A(i)

as notation for the full set of resources which are allocated.
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Definition 10. A market with identity-dependent (ID) externalities is a market where

there exists an agent i and two allocations A1 and A2 where A1(i) = A2(i) and S(A1) =

S(A2) yet vi(A1) 6= vi(A2).

Definition 11. A market with identity-free (IF) externalities is a market where there

exists an agent i and two allocations A1 and A2 where A1(i) = A2(i) and vi(A1) 6= vi(A2)

and where for all agents i and pairs of allocations if A1 and A2 if A1(i) = A2(i) and

S(A1) = S(A2) then vi(A1) = vi(A2).

3.3.2 Identity-dependent externalities

The general model is sufficient to encode any market with ID externalities. This is done

simply by identifying a unique entity gA
i for each pair of user i and allocation A from the

original market. The set K has as its elements a subset kA for each allocation A where

kA = {gA
i : i ∈ I}. Any feasible allocation in the general model maps through kA to a full

allocation in the original market. As a result, vi(A) = vi(g
A
j ) = vi(g

A
k ) for all i, j, k ∈ I

or alternatively gA
j �e qgA

k .

The corresponding general auction can be reduced through this subsumption rela-

tionship to an equivalent auction where agents bid on the full space of allocations. This

is an augmented version of the ascending allocation auction proposed by Ranger [28].

3.3.3 Identity-free externalities

The model of resources with IF externalities differs from the standard resource allocation

model in that the agent value function is now over both A(i), and the full set of goods

being utilized by other agents:
⋃

j 6=i A(j). We abbreviate
⋃

j∈I A(j) as A−i. The resulting

value functions are of the form vi(A(i), A−i).

In order to place a market with IF externalities in the context of the generalized

allocation model we first identify the set of priced entities G and the set of feasible
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subsets K. The additional properties required to define the corresponding ascending

auction follow from G, K and our knowledge of the value functions vi.

The set G is now the set of pairs of non-intersecting bundles g = (S, S ′) where

S ∩ S ′ = ∅. If an agent i receives g = (S, S ′), this corresponds to a personal allocation S

and the external allocation to remaining agents of S ′. In the context of an allocation A

in the standard resource allocation model, S = A(i) and S ′ = A−i.

A set of entities k ⊂ G is feasible if the entities agree on the full set of allocated

resources and the set of personal allocations partitions the full set of allocated resources.

To state this formally, the set {(S1, S−1), (S1, S−1), ..., (S |k|, S |k|)} = k is feasible and in

K if and only if:

|k|⋃
j=1

Sj = Sk (3.25)

Sj ∪ S−j = Sk ∀j ∈ [1..|k|] (3.26)

where Sk is a variable equal to the full set of allocated resources.

Generalized Ascending Auction with Identity Free Externalities

The generalized ascending auction with identity free externalities (A-IF) will proceed by

allowing bidders to place bids on entities in G. It will follow the mechanism described in

Section 3.2. Fully defining this auction requires that we also interpret mutual feasibility

and subsumption given the above encoding.

Two entities (Si, S−i) and (Sj, S−j) are mutually feasible if the following two con-

straints hold:

Si ∩ Sj = ∅

Si ∪ S−i = Sj ∪ S−j

Often, a restricted interpretation of free-disposal can be used to identify subsuming

pairs of entities. Given this property, an entity (Si, S−i) subsumes (Sj, S−j) if both
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Si ⊇ Sj and S−i = S−j .

Note that the constraints in equations 3.25 and 3.25 can be used to replace 3.3 in the

winner determination. This will avoid any explicit enumeration of the elements of K.

3.4 Interference

There are several possible reasons that an IF externality may exist. As discussed in the

introduction to externalities it may be that agents either view each other as identical or

do not have the information to differentiate amongst winners. A second interpretation is

that the utilization of resources won by other agents has a direct impact on how an agent

is able to use its allocation. For instance in Example 2 the number of people at the table

affects the players ability and may influence their expected winnings. A more compelling

example of this is congestion in a shared public resource. Examples include: 1) if all the

iron mines in a specific area are being exploited there may be competition to transport

the ore to market; 2) if everyone is given a drivers license, traffic increases such that

some licensed drivers will no longer want to drive; 3) wireless nodes interfere such that

it takes more power and latency to transmit a message. These examples illustrate what

we argue is a very common situation: underlying resources do not correspond directly

to goods which agents have direct value over. In the first example the mining company

is not interested in the amount of ore sitting in the ground, but rather how much ore it

can move to the market.

It may be possible to capture the dynamics of this translation as a function from an

allocation of underlying resources to a set of goods directly valued by the agents. In the

gambling example this would be trivial: for any allocation of players to the card table

the the directly valued good is a card game of a certain size and simply requires counting

the number of players. In the wireless domain this corresponds to broadcast power being

translated to bandwidth (a measurement of the actual number of bits transmitted). We
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max
A′∈A′

∑
i∈I

v′i(A
′(i))

Subject To

A′(j) = I(A(j), A−i) ∀j ∈ I (3.27)

A ∈ A (3.28)

Figure 3.6: Resource Allocation Problem under Interference

term this type of IF externality interference. We now formalize these concepts.

3.4.1 Allocation Model With Interference

The underlying resources correspond to an IF externality with a set of resources R and

agents I with value functions vi(A(i), A−i). The directly valued goods are described by

a set of resources R′ = {r′1, r′2, ..., r′n′}. A bundle S ′ and an allocation A′ is described in a

similar manner to underlying resources: a bundle S ′ is a subset of R′ and an allocation A′

is a mapping from users to bundles such that A′(i) = S ′
i. The full set of possible bundles

is S ′ and the full set of possible allocations is A′.

The mapping to R′ is described by an interference function I : S × S → S ′ from a

pair of bundles of underlying resources (S, S−i) to a bundle of goods S ′. The directly

valued goods allocation A′ is induced by allocation A if A′(j) = I(A(j), A−j) for all j.

An allocation A′ is feasible if there exists a feasible allocation of underlying resources A

which induces A′. Finally, we assign a direct value function v′i : S ′ → < to each agent

where v′i(I(S, S−i)) = vi(S, S−i) for all i.

Figure 3.6 shows the formulation of the resource allocation problem maximizing wel-

fare. The constraints in this formulation correspond to ensuring feasibility.
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3.4.2 Generalized Ascending Auction With Interference

The interference model is trivially translated into the GA:

• There is a single element g in G corresponding to each feasible bundle of R′.

• There is a k ∈ K corresponding to each feasible allocation A′.

This auction with interference (A-INT) is over the set of directly valued goods R′. The

auction also differs from the original A-IF where feasibility of allocations is concerned.

As mentioned earlier, ascertaining feasibility of an allocation A′ requires finding a feasible

allocation A of underlying resources which supports A′ or showing that no such A exists.

This is true both for determining feasibility in the winner determination program and

to show two bundles or directly valued goods are mutually feasible. How difficult this is

depends very much on the structure of the interference function.

3.5 Discussion of Auctions Over Markets with Ex-

ternalities

We have listed three classes of externalities ranging from the fully general identity-

dependent externality to the more restrictive case of interference. In all cases mappings

to the general model were identified implying that the corresponding ascending auctions

existed. Since we were able to describe auctions for all of these externalities as instantia-

tions of the generalized ascending auction Theorem 1 applies directly: assuming myopic

bidding these auctions are able to find allocations arbitrarily close to the social optimum.

There are however major computational differences between each of these auctions. In

the case of ID externalities, for instance, agents are required to bid on entire allocations.

Since this space is exponential in the number of resources this auction is likely to be

impractical. In the case of IF externalities the challenge to the bidder is much smaller

and in the case of interference the bidding space is similar in size to a standard bundled
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auction. The reduced bidding space in the case of interference comes at the cost of an

increasingly difficult winner determination. In the following two chapters, these practical

issues will be addressed as we develop and implement an ascending auction for network

bandwidth allocation.



Chapter 4

Applications to Network Routing

As we have mentioned throughout this document we are primarily motivated by appli-

cations to wireless networks. In this chapter, we finally apply the generalized ascending

auction to routing in a wireless network.

The approach taken is to map the problem of network routing into an allocation

problem. Once the network model is presented it is evident that the problem of finding

socially optimal bandwidth allocations can be modeled as an instance of a market with

interference externalities. As a result, the general ascending auction for markets with

both IF externalities and interference externalities can be applied and will result in

approximately optimal allocations. However, these auctions both have drawbacks, chiefly

the size of the bidding space, which forces us to consider a third alternative which allows

users to place bids on volumes of bandwidth. This bandwidth auction is shown to be an

instance of the general ascending auction.

The particular model we introduce here is a simple wireless model designed to capture

the essential features of a wireless network but which is agnostic to any particular con-

tention protocol. We address the changes which would be required to adapt this model

to real technologies at the end of this chapter in Section 4.3.

48
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4.1 Model of a Wireless network

The following network model is an extension of the model used by Kelly in his seminal

work on market based protocols [15, 16]. The Kelly network model features limited link

capacity which can be freely divided between users. The model is appropriate for any

wired technology where bandwidth can be divided between users in a relatively arbitrary

way such as an IP network. We have adapted this model to the wireless domain by

changing the capacity model slightly and adding interference.

4.1.1 Network model

A network is composed of a weighted graph N = {R, E} where R is a set of n wireless

nodes which are connected by a set of links E. Each node j can transmit to a neighbour

k using resources identified by variable rjk if link (jk) is in E. The total resources a node

can use to transmit is limited by a capacity c(j) such that
∑

k∈R rjk ≤ c(j). The users of

the network who will correspond to bidders are denoted by the set B. Resources along

the link are partitioned between the users such that a user i is assigned resources rjki ≥ 0

along link (jk). The resource is an abstract term which is dependant on the particular

networking technology being used. For instance in a wired network (where there is no

interference) the resource is equivalent to the bandwidth. In other technologies, which

will be further discussed in Section 4.1.3, resources correspond to the power levels (CDMA

networks) and the allocation of time slots (TDMA networks).

We make a distinction between the underlying resources, the output or actual effort

made by the nodes, and bandwidth which reflects the amount of data which can actually

be transmitted and is directly valued by users. The bandwidth is a function of the

resources over that link and the ambient use of resources in some neighbourhood of the

receiving node. The amount of bandwidth received by user i over link (jk) is xjki. The

effect of neighbouring nodes is controlled by an n × n interference matrix H where the
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value of Hjk indicates the relative level at which resource usage by node j interferes with

the usability of transmissions being received by node k. The value Hjk can be interpreted

as rolling together environmental factors which effect the degree to which j interferes with

k into a single number. For instance, such factors would include physical proximity. The

number Hjk multiplied by
∑

`∈R rj`, the total resource usage of j, encapsulates the current

amount of interference the behaviour of j is inflicting on k. For notational convenience

we define an interference vector P (k, H) of length n where P (k, H)j = Hjk

∑
`∈R rj`. The

actual bandwidth is determined through an interference function of the following form:

xjki = I (rjki, P (k, H)) (4.1)

4.1.2 Agent model

The agents correspond to the set B of users. We assume that the network is not a

rational agent; rather it is trying to allocate the resources at its disposal to maximize

social welfare. While this is consistent with the Kelly model, it cuts against the grain

present in much of the game theoretic ad-hoc networks literature. In this work it is

common to consider the nodes as individual rational agents behaving both as providers

and users in the network. However, in large wireless networks which are actually gaining

traction, the backbone of the network is often provided by a single provider following

the mesh network paradigm (Section 2.2.1). If mesh networks are considered a potential

application, the chosen model is certainly appropriate.

Because this is a data network there are certain natural assumptions we can make

which simplify the utility function. Users are likely to be anchored at a node and inter-

ested in moving messages between this node and a destination. We constrain the utility

function of a user i to be a non-decreasing function of bandwidth between a particular

origin oi and a destination di. xi denotes the usable bandwidth allocated to i between

oi and di (the maximum flow given link bandwidth allocations). The value received by
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user i is determined by the function vi(xi). A user i is completely defined by the tuple

(oi, di, vi).

4.1.3 Interference Model

The following interference model attempts to provide a simple abstraction of an interfer-

ence function which would arise in reality. While the specifics in a real network will vary,

we expect the general behaviour to be in large part similar. In particular, all interference

functions we will discuss including the model discussed in this section share the following

set of properties:

• xjki is a non-increasing functions of members of P (k, H).

• xjki = rjki if r = 0∀r ∈ P (k, H).

• As
∑n

`=1 P (k, H)` gets large, xjki approaches zero.

A piecewise-linear (PWL) function can be used to approximate any function satisfying

these properties. We consider a simple example of a PWL function where bandwidth

along a link (j, k) decreases in proportion to the increase of a weighted sum of the resource

utilization levels of the neighbours of the receiving node k, P (k, H), to a minimum value

of zero. This PWL interference function, IL, shares the above properties with interference

functions resulting from real technologies which we discuss in detail in Section 4.3. The

function IL is specified by a single non-negative weight parameter a. The bandwidth xjk

achieved by node j transmitting to k at resource level rjk is determined by the equation:

xjk = IL(rjk, P (k, H)) =




rjk − a ·∑n
`=1 P (k, H)` if rjki − a ·∑n

`=1 P (k, H)` ≥ 0

0 otherwise

(4.2)

This function is non-convex although it can be easily modeled in a mixed integer

program (MIP). In addition, the PWL formulation can be extended to approximate more
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complicated functions to a required degree of precision by adding additional breaks. Each

of the models discussed in Section 4.3 can be approximated in this manner. That being

said, it should be noted that each addition of a breakpoint comes at a cost in terms of

optimization time.

4.1.4 Network Allocation Problem

The system goal is to allocate resources such that social welfare is maximized. This

optimization is constrained by network flow (routing and non-negative resource utilization

constraints), capacity constraints and interference constraints.

The capacity model differs from models of wired networks where capacity is generally

allocated per link as opposed to per node. The resulting constraints for each node j are

of the form
∑

k∈R,i∈B rjki ≤ c(j).

The routing constraints take advantage of the highly structured utility functions of

the users. The routing constraints are standard mass balance constraints which force the

variable xi to be the maximum flow possible between oi and di given the allocation of

bandwidth at each node. For each user there is the following set of constraints:

xi ≤
n∑

j=1

xoiji (4.3)

n∑
k=1

xjki =

n∑
k=1

xkji ∀j 6= di, oi (4.4)

n∑
j=1

xjoii =

n∑
j=1

xdiji = 0 (4.5)

Constraint 4.3 enforces the rate aggregation. Constraint 4.4 enforce that the input at

intermediary nodes is equal to the output. Constraint 4.5 enforces the directionality of

the flow so that none of the stream is entering the origin or leaving the destination.

The non-negative resource utilization constraints rjki ≥ 0 simply ensure that all

resource expenditures are greater or equal to zero. The piecewise-linear interference

function will not translate non-negative resource utilization into a negative rate which
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max
{rjki,xjki}∑

i∈B

vi(xi)

Subject To

∑
i∈B

n∑
k=1

rjki ≤ c(j) ∀j ∈ R

xi ≤
n∑

j=1

xoiji ∀i ∈ B

n∑
k=1

xjki =
n∑

k=1

xkji ∀j 6= ds, os∀i ∈ B

n∑
j=1

xjoii =
n∑

j=1

xdiji = 0 ∀i ∈ B

pjki ≥ 0 ∀j, k ∈ R, i ∈ B

xjki ≤ IL(rjki, P (k, I)) ∀j, k ∈ R, ∀i ∈ B

Figure 4.1: The complete mathematical program maximizing social welfare in the routing

problem

indirectly maintains non-negative rates. The complete mathematical program is stated

in Figure 4.1.

4.1.5 Relationship to RAP

If there is no interference, xjki = I(rjki, P (k, H) = rjki and the network model corre-

sponds very closely to the resource model described in Section 2.1.1. They differ in that

the network resources are continuous rather than discrete items. A simple way of approx-

imating a continuous problem is to discretize the capacities at each node j that can be

allocated into m equally sized units. The total resource utilization at a node j available

to a user in an allocation will be n c(j)
m

where n is the number of resource units allocated
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from that node. The user will use a bundle of resource units to maximize value. Given

the known structure of the value functions, this involves finding the maximum band-

width flow which uses the allocated resources. This is sufficient to encode the network

allocation problem without interference as a standard RAP.

4.1.6 Relationship to RAP with Externalities

With wireless interference present in the model there are externalities with regard to

resource allocations. This is evident from the fact that bandwidth allocations can be

reduced arbitrarily by the presence of interfering transmissions in the local neighbour-

hood. Since an agent’s utility is not impacted by the identity of the agents causing the

interfering with their transmissions, the externality is identity-free (IF).

To extend the RAP model to handle wireless interference will require extending the

value function of the user to take into account the externality. Assessing the value of a

particular allocation to a user will require calculating the maximum flow given all specific

assignments of resources along individual links. The A-IF auction mechanism discussed

in Section 3.3.3 can be directly applied. In this ascending auction mechanism bidders

place bids on pairs of subsets of network resources. The first resource corresponds to

their network resource allocation and the second corresponds to a subset of the remaining

network capacity that can be allocated to other agents (and which may negatively impact

their usable bandwidth).

In general we expect that individual agents will have limited compuational resources

relative to the network controller and that the complex evaluation required to calculate

the impact of the externality may be beyond the abilities of the individual agents. A

second and more problematic concern is the fact that this model requires that each user

has full knowledge of the network topology which is likely to be unrealistic in this dynamic

network setting.

The alternative is to move the optimizations involving the externality to the auction-
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eer by phrasing the allocation problem as a market with interference externalities. In this

case, the directly valued good is link bandwidth. The translation from underlying re-

sources to link bandwidths would naturally follow the wireless interference function. The

link bandwidths on which users are allowed to bid would have to be consistent with the

original discretization of resources. The bidding space is now subsets of link bandwidths.

4.2 Bandwidth Auction Mechanism

In this section we directly use the generalized ascending auction to allocate network

resources. As described above, the network allocation problem with interference can be

modeled as a constrained market with interference (and identity-free) externalities. As

a result, A-INT and A-IF can be applied trivially. However, neither of these auctions

takes full advantage of the unique characteristics of this problem. Foremost, our users

have highly constrained value functions. Each user value function is naturally expressed

as a function solely of bandwidth between a pair of nodes. The following formulation

allows bidding directly on this origin-to-destination bandwidth. The goal is to simplify

the auction for bidders and allow for a more flexible discretization. We refer to this

auction as the BW auction.

4.2.1 Bandwidth Auction

The BW mechanism allocates network resources based on an ascending auction where

users bid on bandwidth between pairs of nodes which correspond to the origin and desti-

nation in their bandwidth value function. The mechanism defines a finite set of allowable

bandwidth levels for each pair of nodes corresponding to an origin-destination pair in

a user definition. The mechanism itself is an instantiation of the generalized ascending

auction. To fully characterize this auction it suffices to define the objects from the general

model.
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• The set of priced entities: The set G corresponds to a set of triples of the form

(o, d, b) where o and d represent nodes and b is a number corresponding to an

allowable bandwidth level between o and d.

• Agents: Agents correspond to the set B and have entity value functions:

v′i(o, d, b) =




vi(b) if o = oi and d = di

0 otherwise

(4.6)

• The set of feasible sets: a subset k of G is feasible and in K if there exists a re-

source allocation in the network instantiation where the bandwidth for each element

(o, d, b) of k can be simultaneously realized.

The entity value function is well-defined over the set of bids since it corresponds

directly to the user’s value function. Through the winner determination program, the

mechanism will choose an allocation which is feasible as defined by the set K which

is approximately socially optimal out of all feasible allocations. Since an allocation is

feasible only if it is feasible in the network model instantiation and is approximately

optimal with respect to users’ actual value functions, the entity allocation corresponds to

a resource allocation in the discretized network allocation problem which is approximately

socially optimal.

An interesting way to interpret this auction is as a compact bidding language for the

IF model. That is a bid on an entity (o, d, b) can be interpreted as implying the full set

of bids on resource allocations which realize a bandwidth of b between nodes o and d.

4.3 Real Contention Protocols

In a real network implementation, the low-level contention protocol is responsible for

actual differences in the form of the interference function and also changes other aspects

of the model. The most relevant actual protocols are no contention schemes, the time
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division multiple access scheme (TDMA) and the code division multiple access scheme

(CDMA). In this section we consider how the simple wireless network model presented

above would have to be adapted to accomodate these technologies. We also consider the

impact on solving the resulting winner determination program.

No Contention Scheme

With no way of dealing with contention, simultaneous signals are simply not interpretable.

As a result, either: only a single node is transmitting and bandwidth is equal to the level

of allocated resources; or there is contention and there is no usable bandwidth. We call

this the zero-one model:

xjki = IZ(rjki, P (k, H)) =




rjki if P (k, H) = 0

0 otherwise

(4.7)

This is a simple x-or constraint which is easily represented in a mixed integer program.

This situation will result in fewer integer variables than are required to solve IL and as

a result can be expected to solve in less time.

TDMA

In a TDMA environment multiple users are accomodated by dividing transmission time

into short time slots. Resource utilization corresponds to the assignment of a proportion

of time slots to a user. Interference occurs when two bursts from nearby nodes overlap

at a receiving node resulting in the receiving node not being able to interpret either

transmission as in the no contention scheme environment mentioned above. We will look

at this situation at a less fine granularity, that is over some larger time period, where

the volume of achieved bandwidth will depend on the proportion of the time where over-

lapping transmissions occur. A reasonable approximation of this type of behaviour is

to interpret the interference vector entries as reductions in the probability of a message
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being transmitted successfully. This interpretation requires that these entries are nor-

malized to the range [0, 1]. The probabilities are then aggregated creating the following

noisy-or function:

xjki = IN (rjki, P (k, H)) = rjki

n∏
`=1

(1− P (k, H)`) (4.8)

The value P (k, H)` refers to the lth element in the vector P (k, H).

This function is non-convex, possibly in many variables. Further research will be

required to determine exactly how this will impact solving the winner determination.

CDMA

In a CDMA environment the resources correspond to the broadcast power. In this en-

vironment, all users broadcast simultaneously and the receiver separates the signals ac-

cording to a decoding scheme. The more signals there are the higher the probability of

an error occurring. Hence, the ratio of a users’ power to the power transmitted by neigh-

bours determines actual bandwidth. In the following rational interference function IR

it is the strength of the sender’s signal relative to the total traffic in the neighbourhood

which determines the amount of available bandwidth given the attenuation matrix A:

xjki = IR(rjki, P (k, H)) =
Ajkrjki

1 + Ak · P (k, H)
(4.9)

The value P (k, H)` refers to the lth element in the vector P (k, H) and Ajk refers to an

attenuation factor reflect the reduction in power due to the length of link (j, k). The

vector Ak is the full vector of attenuation factors on node k: [A1k, A2k, ..., Ank]. This

type of interference function is well studied and can potentially be solved using standard

convex optimization techniques [14].

In this type of environment, their is a significant change in dynamics due to fluctu-

ating broadcast power. Separation distance needs to be considered much more closely

and in conjunction with the level or resource utilization. The attenuation factor in the

interference model presented above attempts to address these dynamics.
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Relation to PWL

As previously noted each of the above interference functions can be approximated using

a PWL function. In general the higher the degree of accuracy the more complex this

function will become. The function IL is a minimal PWL function which is reasonable in

that it satisfies the set of properties noted in Section 4.1.3 which we expect all interference

functions to share. We expect that IL will behave in a qualitatively similar manner to

the above interference functions.



Chapter 5

Empirical Evaluation

The problem we are approaching is how to find socially optimal (or near optimal) al-

locations of bandwidth despite a complex network with selfish users and private value

functions. A protocol solving this problem must be able to acquire sufficient and accurate

information about the value functions of the users and then use this information to find

an allocation which maximizes social welfare. In this chapter we empirically compare

three approaches to this problem: a single shot VCG mechanism, the ascending band-

width auction, and a heuristic approach which does no elicitation. We evaluate these

techniques according to several criteria:

• How quickly the protocols terminate.

• The quality of the solution found.

• The amount of revenue generated.

We also briefly discuss the communication overhead required to solve the problem and in-

vestigate the complexity of the underlying allocation problem (ignoring incentive issues).

To perform this evaluation we implement a simple simulation of the network model de-

scribed in Section 4.1. The protocols are evaluated over a range of network topology and

user instances.

60
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5.1 Allocation Mechanisms

In this section we detail the implementation of the three approaches discussed above

as well as two formulations for solving the underlying allocation problem ignoring the

issue of elicitation. In all the protocols, mixed integer program (MIP) formulations are

central. In the ascending bandwidth auction and VCG mechanisms MIP formulations

are used for winner determination. The other protocols are fully implemented as MIP

formulations. All these formulations share a large set of common constraints related to

network flow and interference. We introduce these common constraints first, followed by

a description of our implementation of piecewise-linear functions.

A second distinction between the various protocols is that several of them including

the ascending auction solve a discretized version of the bandwidth allocation problem.

The MIP formulations associated with the protocols in this class are very closely related.

In all cases, (bandwidth,real-number) pairs are collected from the bidders. In the case of

the auctions this corresponds to a set of bids and in the other protocols this corresponds to

pairs of bandwidth and the precise value of the bidder value function at that bandwidth.

In both cases, the formulations select a set of compatible bandwidths which maximizes

the sum of the real-number values. In the auctions this will correspond to maximizing

revenue and in the other protocols to directly maximizing social welfare. We term this

type of program as winner determination and will commonly refer to the of discrete

points as bids. We conclude the preliminaries by introducing the formulation of the

winner determination program.

5.1.1 Preliminaries

Common Constraints

Each formulation features the underlying resource and bandwidth variables described in

Section 4.1, {rjk}, {xjk} and {xjki}. By not partitioning resources between users until
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after it has been translated to bandwidth the variables {rijk} are avoided. There are

a number of constraints over these variables which are common across all formulations.

These include interference constraints, capacity constraints and routing constraints. The

capacity a constraints appear as follows:

∑
k∈R

rjk ≤ cj ∀j ∈ R

rjk ≥ 0 ∀j, k ∈ R

The routing constraints remain identical to those in equations 4.3 to 4.5. The parti-

tioning between users is now performed on a link basis after the interference is calculated.

We add the following constraints to ensure that this partitioning of link bandwidth be-

tween users is performed correctly:

∑
i∈B

xjki ≤ xjk ∀j, k ∈ R

Interference function The piecewise-linear interference function (IL), as described

in Equation 4.2, is used throughout the experiments. The parameter a determining the

severity of interference is maintained at an intermediate level of 0.5.

MIP piecewise-linear formulation

Piecewise-linear functions are used to define the interference and utility functions. Each

piecewise-linear function shares the same formulation. A piecewise-linear function y =

pwl(x, B, M) anchored at (0, 0) with slope of 0 for values less than 0 is parametrized by a

vector B of n positive breakpoints and a vector M of n+1 positive slopes. In the following

formulation there are additional vectors of n + 1 variables X, Ind and V where the ith

element in each of these vectors corresponds to the line segment between B[i − 1] and

B[i] which we call segment i. If x is in segment i then Ind[i] = 1 and X[i] = x, otherwise

both these variables are equal to 0. The value V [i] is the y-intercept of segment i. The

general MIP formulation for a piecewise-linear function y = pwl(x, B, M) is defined in
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x = −X[0] + sumn
i=1X[i]

Ind[i] ≤ lb + (B[i]− x)/lb i = 1..n

Ind[i] ≤ ub + (B[i + 1]− x)/ub i = 0..n− 1

x[i] ≤ Ind[i]B[i + 1] i = 0..n− 1

x[i] ≥ Ind[i]B[i] i = 1..n

x[n] ≤ Ind[n]ub

x[0] ≥ Ind[0]lb

n∑
i=0

Ind[i] = 1

Ind[i] ∈ {0, 1}

y =

n∑
i=1

X[i]M [i] + Ind[i]v[i]

Figure 5.1: MIP formulation of a piecewise-linear function

Figure 5.1. Note that we assume positive pressure on y in the objective function of any

MIP in which this formulation is used.

The parameters ub and lb are values which are known to be upper and lower bounds

on the value of x. To maintain numerical stability these bounds should be as tight as

possible. In the MIP formulations, the function pwl(x, B, M) corresponds to adding the

full set of constraints from Figure 5.1.

Winner determination program

The winner determination program selects a revenue-maximizing (or welfare-maximizing)

set of compatible bids. Compatibility requires that the common constraints are not

violated and that at most one bid from any agent wins. Again we will refer to the full set

of submitted bids as BIDS, the set of bids from a particular bidder as BIDSi. A bid is a
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triple bid = (i, bw, val) of bidder, bandwidth between the bidder origin and destination,

and bid value where for each set of BIDSi, we assume that bid value is increasing in

bandwidth. For each bid we define an indicator variable indbid. The objective appears

as follows:

max
indbid

∑
(i,bw,val)∈BIDS

ind(i,bw,val)val (5.1)

The additional constraints are as follows:

∑
bid∈BIDSi

indbid ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ B (5.2)

ind(i,bw,val)bw ≤ xi ∀(i, bw, val) ∈ BIDS (5.3)

indbid ∈ {0, 1} ∀bid ∈ BIDS (5.4)

Recall that xi is the bandwidth achieved between the origin and destination relevant

to the agent i. In this program, constraint 5.2 allows at most one bid to be awarded per

bidder and constraint 5.3 ensures that each bidder is awarded sufficient bandwidth to

cover any awarded bids. The above objective and constraints are added to the common

constraints to fully define the winner determination program. The winner determination

program is displayed in its entirety in Figure 5.2.

5.1.2 Benchmark formulations

We consider two mixed integer programs. These programs assume that the utility func-

tions are known and directly solve the allocation problem. We define two programs which

use different expressions of the user value functions. These programs avoid the incentive

issues by assuming full knowledge of user utility functions. However, users do not have

to reveal their utility functions. Since, this information will not generally be available,

these formulations do not correspond to realistic allocation protocols. They do, however,

provide useful upper bounds on the solution quality and an indication of the underlying
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max
indbid

∑
(i,bw,val)∈BIDS

ind(i,bw,val)val

Subject To ∑
bid∈BIDSi

indbid ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ B

ind(i,bw,val)bw ≤ xi ∀(i, bw, val) ∈ BIDS

indbid ∈ {0, 1} ∀bid ∈ BIDS

xi ≤
n∑

j=1

xoiji ∀i ∈ B

xjki ≤ IL(rjki, P (k, I)) ∀j, k ∈ R, ∀i ∈ B
∑
i∈B

n∑
k=1

rjki ≤ c(j) ∀j ∈ R

n∑
k=1

xjki =
n∑

k=1

xkji ∀j 6= ds, os∀i ∈ B

n∑
j=1

xjoii =

n∑
j=1

xdiji = 0 ∀i ∈ B

pjki ≥ 0 ∀j, k ∈ R, i ∈ B

Figure 5.2: The complete winner determination program finding a maximal feasible

allocation from submitted bids
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complexity of the allocation problem. In addition, these formulations also form the basis

for the optimal and discretized VCG protocols.

Optimal MIP

This formulation (OPT) finds an optimal allocation to the underlying bandwidth alloca-

tion problem by precisely representing the value functions for each user i as a piecewise-

linear function pwl(xi, Brki, Mi). The program corresponds to the common constraints

combined with the following objective function maximizing a sum of piecewise-linear

utility functions:

max
xi

∑
i∈B

pwl(xi, Brki, Mi)

Discrete MIP

In the discrete MIP formulation (DISC), bandwidth can only be allocated at certain

discrete points as in the ascending bandwidth auction and the discrete version of the

VCG protocol.

The discrete program is implemented as a special case of winner determination where

for each bidder a bid is taken at each allowable bandwidth with bid value equal to the

bidders value function at that bandwidth.

5.1.3 Elicitation-based mechanisms

Ascending bandwidth auction

This mechanism is an implementation of the bandwidth auction described in Section

4.2. The winner determination formulation described above is used to determine the new

potential allocation. New bids are elicited as described above in the winner determination

program section and are only permitted at allowable bandwidths. The auction requires

a bid increment parameter ε which is the increment used to update ask prices. Non-
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discriminitve pricing is not implemented, rather the set of discriminative bidders Bnd is

initialized to be the entire set of bidders.

We did not implement non-discriminative bidding primarily because we have not

yet found a computationally efficient means of maintaining and communicating non-

discriminative ask-prices. While not including non-discriminitave bidding may impact

the number of iterations to convergence, it has no effect on the optimality bounds on the

social welfare.

VCG

A version of the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves auction mechanism was applied to both contin-

uous and discrete versions of this problem. In the continuous case (VCG), the value

function is elicited as an exact piecewise-linear function. The optimal MIP is used as to

solve the required allocation problems. The discrete version (DVCG) elicits samples of

the value function only at the allowed bandwidth points and applies the discrete MIP for

allocation optimization. Payment to the mechanism from a user is then determined as

the difference between the optimal social welfare if that user is removed and the optimal

social welfare with all users present.

5.1.4 Heuristic protocols

In addition to the benchmarks and elicitation-based techniques, we also consider an

approach which does not use the value functions at all to allocate bandwidth. The

Max Bandwidth Heuristic maximizes the amount of useful bandwidth in the allocation.

This can be thought of as a null-hypothesis which other protocols can be compared to

ascertain whether they are making effective use of the value function information they

have collected.
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Max-Bandwidth Heuristic

The Max Bandwidth Heuristic simply maximizes the sum of user bandwidth allocation,

ignoring differences in user values for bandwidth. This heuristic is implemented as a MIP

formulation subject to the common constraints with the following objective function:

max
∑
i∈B

xi

5.1.5 Algorithm summary

To summarize, the following algorithms are studied empirically:

Benchmark formulations:

• OPT: Optimal MIP formulation for continuous allocation problem.

• DISC: Optimal MIP formulation for discretized allocation problem. Requires

bandwidth discretization.

Elicitation-based mechanisms

• VCG: Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism applied to continuous allocation problem.

• DVCG: Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism applied to discretized allocation prob-

lem. Requires bandwidth discretization.

• AA: Ascending bandwidth auction. Requires bandwidth discretization and incre-

ment parameters ε.

Heuristic protocol

• MBH: Maximum bandwidth heuristic.
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5.2 Simulation Environment

The simulation environment is based on the network and user models described in Section

4.1. Moving from these models to concrete instances involves specifying the topology

of the network, the form of the interference function and the form of the user value

functions. In this section we lay out how these instances are generated: first specifying

the generation of the network environment and then specifying the user instances. Since

several of the algorithms require bandwidth to be discretized we also define a discrete

version of the problem with a restricted set of allowable bandwidths.

Topology instances

The topology of the network defines the physical aspects of the network. That is, the

factors affecting the rate at which data can be transmitted between adjacent nodes. Recall

that the set of links defines the nodes which can communicate directly and is specified

by the routing matrix R. Information routed along these links is subject to interference

from nodes in a neighbourhood defined by the interference matrix H . Together with the

interference function, I, R and H are sufficient to fully describe the translation from

underlying node resources, {rjk}, to link bandwidth, {xjk}. Each topology instance is

defined by these objects: N , R, H , I and the node capacities. The function I and

capacities are common in all instances. The interference function I is a piecewise-linear

function as discussed in the previous section and each node j has capacity cj = 100. We

now describe how N , R and H are generated.

In this work, we focus on the following features of the topology:

• Number of nodes (size of N).

• Routing density (number of routing links).

• Interference density (number of interference links).
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We avoid variation caused by other aspects of the topology by restricting our study

to a small set of standardized topology instances. We were not able to find appropriate

problem instance libraries primarily. We generated this set of topology instances carefully

using the protocol which we will now describe.

While there has been a large amount of work into the random generation of networks,

most of this work is centered on social networks. For background, please see the survey by

Newman [20]. While this work includes models for building certain technological networks

such as the internet these networks are still quite different from wireless networks. In

particular, these models generally lack any notion of the physical positioning of nodes.

It is intuitive that a wireless network can be defined almost in terms of the geographic

positioning of its nodes. That being said, these social network models offer the family of

growth models where nodes are iteratively added to a graph along with a set of edges.

Our construction method attempts to combine this growth of a connected graph with

the geographic constraints required by a wireless network.

The method we used to generate topologies can be divided into two phases: first

generating a map describing the physical distribution of nodes and then using physical

separation of nodes to generate R and H . In general, the existence of a link is determined

by broadcast power in addition to separation. We are making the simplifying assumption

that nodes are all broadcasting at a fixed power and that separation alone is sufficient to

determine the topology. We generate the map by iteratively adding nodes to the surface

such that they are sufficiently close to at least one other node to be able to directly route

to this node. The distance at which two nodes can route is defined by a routing radius

parameter rroute. This is continued until the required n nodes have been added to the

map.

To be more precise we restrict the points at which nodes can be added to vertices

in two dimensional grid. Vertices are separated from adjacent vertices by 1 unit. We

begin by placing a node at the location (0, 0). All vertices within the routing radius from
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Figure 5.3: Intermediate stage of topology generation with rroute = 1 (solid lines indicate

links in current network, dashed lines indicate links to potential vertices).

(0, 0) as calculated by the Euclidean distance are added to a vector of routable vertices:

P = [p1, ..., pm]. Nodes are then added at a vertex pj selected from P . All vertices

neighbouring pj (within rroute from pj) and not currently in P are then added to the

end of P . Since all vertices in P are within the routing radius of at least one node, the

resulting network will be connected. How these nodes are selected from P has a large

impact on how dense (how many links per node) are in the graph. Vertices always being

selected from the beginning of P (the oldest vertices) will result in a much more dense

than if they are always selected from the end of P . We select the nodes from P in a

randomized fashion and mediate between these two extremes by using what we call the

stack bias parameter b. This parameter increases the probability that the vector data

structure will behave as a first-in-first-out stack by making the probability of a vertex at

position i in P of being selected equal to p(i) = ibPm
j=1 jb . A larger b will therefore result

in a less dense network. Figure 5.3 shows a network at an intermediate stage and the

potential vertices where a new node can be added.

Once the nodes are placed on the map, R and H are determined by the distance

separating each pair of nodes djk. Given a routing radius parameter rroute common to

each node, Rjk is equal to 1 if djk ≤ r and 0 otherwise. H is determined similarly

according to a parameter rint.
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Topology Instances

Instances Node Count Density (b) Routing Radius Interf. Radius

1-3 10 1 1 0, 1, 1.5

4-6 10 2 1 0, 1, 1.5

7 15 2 1 1.5

8 20 2 1 1.5

Table 5.1: Parameters of Topology Instances

In all we generated four different maps specified by number of nodes (n), the stack

bias (b) and the routing radius (rroute). The specification of the topology instances is

completed with the interference radius parameter rint. In all eight individual topology

instances were created. These are summarized in Table 5.1. Figure 5.4 shows interference

graphs of the two-ten node maps (with densities 1 and 2) with interference radii of 1.5.

User model implementation

Users are defined by an origin-destination (O-D) pair and a value function. The value

functions we consider are non-decreasing piecewise linear functions defined between band-

width levels of 0 to 100 units. The breakpoints are chosen uniformly from the range

(0, 100). The slopes (marginal value of a unit of bandwidth between a pair of break-

points) are selected uniformly from the range (0, 1). Besides the assurance that the

function is non-decreasing there are no additional requirements such as concavity. In all

of our experiments there are 4 breakpoints. User i has the vector of breakpoints Brki

and slopes Mi. With respect to origin destination pairs, the pair was selected uniformly

from the set pairs of non-equal nodes. Figure 5.5 shows a plot of a typical value function.

User instances The utility functions and the O-D pairs were generated independently.

Five sets of utility functions where generated for each user count. Five O-D pair lists were
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Figure 5.5: Plot of a typical value function with four breakpoints.

generated randomly for each network size and user count combination. Five complete

user instances were generated per network size and user count combination by simply

matching pairs of O-D pair lists with a set of value functions of appropriate size. User

instances were generated for node counts of 5, 10, 15 and 20 nodes and user counts from

5 to 50 users in 5 user increments.

Discretization

In several of the algorithms, bandwidth can only be allocated at a finite set of allowable

bandwidths. These sets are determined on an origin-desitination (O-D) pair basis. We

limit attention to the O-D pairs which correspond to at least one user value function. First

the maximum bandwidth between the origin and destination in the network instance is

determined. This is the maximum allowable value for that user. Bandwidths at integral

multiples of the parameter δ less than this maximum and greater than zero are also

allowed. Zero is added as the minimum allowed bandwidth.
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5.3 Experimental Protocol

The set of experiments performed can be divided into a set of general runs assessing

overall performance and specific runs delving deeper into particular parameters of the

network instances and the algorithms. In all cases, for each topology instance, the algo-

rithm was run on each of the relevant five user instances. All reported values are averages

of these runs. Throughout these experiments each run successfully ran to completion.

Computing environment All algorithms are implemented in Java 1.4.2. The pack-

age jgrapht is used for representing graphs and solving graph theoretic problems. All

mathematical programming is formulated using CPLEX 9.0 via the Java Concert API.

The experiments were run on similar individual processors with like amounts of allocated

memory (1.8G).

5.4 Results

There are two types of evaluations which we are performing here: a comparitive evalu-

ation of the elicitation-based techniques and a secondary comparison to the benchmark

formulations. The former assesses how the elicitation-based techniques perform relative

one to the other. The benchmarks do not solve the incentive problem rather they solve

the underlying allocation problem. Comparing to these formulations provides an indica-

tion of how difficult the underlying problem is and provides a loose upper bound on well

the elicitation-based algorithms can do.

The overall results are summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. More specific results are

provided in the plots in Figures 5.6 through 5.16. In figures dealing with solution quality,

we also plot the theoretical lower bound provided by Theorem 1. This lower bound states

that the ascending bandwidth auction will be within 3|B|ε of the social optima. This

of course is relative to a particular value of ε and is stated in the results relative to a
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Comparison to Benchmarks

OPT DISC (δ = 1) DISC (δ = 9) MBH AA(δ = 1) AA (δ = 9) VCG

Val 169.43 169.33 166.97 148.53 160.77 156.96 169.43

Val (%opt) 100.00 99.94 98.49 87.03 94.58 92.18 100.00

Time (S) 0.54 2.15 0.87 0.10 763.16 94.98 8.14

Iters - - - - 4059.92 496.91 -

Time/Iter - - - - 0.19 0.19 -

Table 5.2: Overall results of application of algorithms including benchmarks to all in-

stances with 20 or fewer users

particular run of the ascending bandwidth auction as LB : AscAuctione = V AL where

V AL = ε.

5.4.1 Computation time

With respect to computation time there are two important findings with respect to the

ascending auction. The ascending auction has extremely short individual iterations but

requires a large number of these bidding rounds before reaching quiescence. In Table

5.2 the time per iteration (i.e. winner determination time) for the ascending auction is

an extremely short average of 0.19 seconds. This is significantly faster than the average

time it takes for either of the benchmarks to find a solution (0.54 seconds for OPT and

as much as 2.15 seconds for DISC). The number of auction iterations is sufficiently large

(on average the tables show the iterations at least in the hundreds) that the ascending

auction is slower than the other algorithms.

We first consider the ascending auction winner determination in terms of how it does

relative to other MIP formulations. We then consider the impact of parameters on the

number of iterations.
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Discrete algorithm performance

DISC

(δ3)

DISC

(δ6)

AA

(δ3, ε3)

AA

(δ3, ε5)

AA

(δ6, ε3)

AA

(δ6, ε5)

DVCG

(δ3)

DVCG

(δ6)

Val 168.44 167.77 157.69 156.26 156.82 153.50 168.45 167.80

Val (%opt) 99.39 98.99 92.63 91.85 92.31 90.17 99.40 98.99

Pay - - 96.90 96.58 97.32 95.88 78.83 74.14

Time (S) 0.94 0.72 64.78 35.63 35.11 18.48 10.93 7.19

Iters - - 448.65 261.30 234.77 137.87 - -

Time/Iter - - 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.13 - -

Table 5.3: Results of application of Discrete algorithms to all instances with 20 or fewer

users

Impact of number of nodes on MIP solve time: Figure 5.6 shows the performance

of the formulations as the number of network nodes increases. The number of users as well

as the parameter b is held constant throughout these runs. In general, the plots indicate

a linear or slightly sublinear trend. A possible explanation for this is that the additional

difficulty imposed by integer interference constraints is more than counteracted by the

less constrained route selection allowed by an increased number of feasible paths.

Impact of number of users on MIP solve time: Figure 5.7 shows the impact of

increasing the user count in the 10 node instances. Again the solve time of the ascend-

ing auction winner determination increases slowly. The optimal approaches which use a

piecewise-linear formulation for the variables show much worse growth. In particular, the

VCG auction appears to suffer from a quadratic rate of growth. This is to be expected

since given m users, the VCG mechanism performs m optimizations with the OPT for-

mulation on m − 1 users and that the Optimal formulation seems to scale linearly in

the number of users. Figure 5.8 shows the relationship between the instance size and

the number of integer variables in each formulation. This number of integer variables
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Figure 5.6: Solve time of MIP formulations to solve as number of nodes increases, re-

stricted to maps with density of 2 and rint = 1.5

increases much more quickly for the Optimal formulation then for the ascending auction

and each of these variables are involved in much more complex constraints than in Dis-

crete formulation. Notably the number of integer variables grows at a more conservative

pace as nodes are increased.

Impact of δ on MIP solve time: Figure 5.9 (B) shows that δ has a large impact on

solve time for the Discrete formulation. This is not surprising since the size of the bidding

space is inversely proportional to the size of δ and each bid implies an additional integer

variable. Since the number of bids in the ascending auction is approximately static, δ

has no impact on the winner determination MIP solve time.

Impact of number of users on iterations to termination: Figure 5.10 shows the

impact of users on the number of iterations for the ascending auction to converge to be

modest. It also appears that a higher discretization may result in the algorithm being

more robust to an increase in users, although, there are too few data points to be certain
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Figure 5.7: Solve time of MIP formulations to solve as number of users increases, re-

stricted to networks with n = 10
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Figure 5.8: Integer variables as number of users (A) and nodes increase (B) , restricted

to instances with rint = 1.5
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Figure 5.9: Iterations (A) and MIP solve time (B) as δ increases; restricted to 10 node,

15 user instances and rint = 1.5

of this.

Impact of δ and ε on iterations to termination: Figure 5.9 (A) shows the impact of

the parameter δ on the number of iterations to completion. Notably there is a precipitous

drop in the number of iterations required as δ increases. Figure 5.11 shows a similar drop

as ε is increased. Table 5.3 shows a drop from 448 to an average of 234 iterations as

δ is increased from 3 to 6 and a decrease from 448 to an average of 261 iterations as ε

is increased from 3 to 5. In conjunction the change is more dramatic decreasing to an

average of 138 iterations when the parameters δ and ε are set to 6 and 5.

With regards to the ascending auction, the dominating factor affecting the time to

completion is the number of iterations. Contrasting Figures 5.12 (B), 5.13 (B) and 5.14

(B) with Figures 5.9 (A), 5.10 and 5.11 show that completion time of the ascending

auction changes in parallel with the number of iterations as users, δ and ε are increased.
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Figure 5.10: Iterations to completion as number of users increases, restricted to 10 node

instances and rint = 1.5
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Figure 5.11: Iterations to completion as ε increases; restricted to 10 node, 15 user in-

stances and rint = 1.5
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Figure 5.12: Solution quality (A) and completion time (B) as number of users increases,

restricted to 10 node instances and rint = 1.5
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Figure 5.13: Solution quality (A) and completion time (B) as δ increases; restricted to

10 node, 15 user instances and rint = 1.5
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Figure 5.14: Solution quality (A) and completion time (B) as ε increases; restricted to

10 node, 15 user instances and rint = 1.5
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5.4.2 Solution quality

The loss from discretization shows itself to be small. Table 5.2 shows DISC to be within

0.06% of the optimal when the discretization is a relatively small single unit of bandwidth

and grows only to 1.5% when the discretization gap is increased to δ = 9 units. Note

that δ of 9 units is a very coarse approximation. The maximum bandwidth which a

given user can achieve is 100 units, the maximum output of the origin node. With

δ = 9 there are at most 12 allowable bidding bandwidths for each user. The VCG

and DVCG mechanisms show solution quality which correspond to the OPT and DISC

at the appropriate discretizations. This is expected since VCG and DVCG use these

formulations for the winner determination portions of the mechanisms.

The ascending auction is within 6% of the optimal allocation when δ = 1 and ε = 1.

However, with the higher δ = 6 and ε = 5 shown in Table 5.3 the solution quality

drops to 90.17% of the continuous optimal solution. At all parameters settings shown

in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 the ascending auction produces greater average social welfare than

the max-bandwidth heuristic.

Impact of δ and ε on solution quality: Very encouraging is the fact that the as-

cending auction mechanism solution appears to be very robust to increases in both δ and

ε. Furthermore the time to completion decreases in what appears to be an exponential

fashion. Figures 5.13 (A) and 5.14 (A) clearly show this behaviour. This is particularly

surprising for the result involving ε. Despite being an increment of at least 10% of the

maximum utility an agent might have for 100 units of bandwidth (the maximum band-

width allocation) and the fact that the approximation lower bound is negative there is

only a impact on solution quality. The maximum and minimum solutions are 152 and

143 units of bandwidth and the respective solution times are 1930 seconds to 55 seconds.

We also examined the impact of the number of users on solution quality. Figure

5.12 does not show any systematic change decrease the solution quality of the ascending
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Figure 5.15: Payment to the mechanism as δ increases; restricted to 10 node, 15 user

instances and rint ∈ {1, 1.5}

auction as the number of users changes.

5.4.3 Revenue

A significant benefit of an ascending auction is that revenues generated for the auction-

eer are significantly higher than in a VCG auction. Table 5.3 shows that the ascending

auction has an average revenue approximately 20% greater than that of the DVCG mech-

anism. The Figures 5.15, 5.16 plot the relationship between payment and increases in

δ and ε. At certain settings the gap between the ascending auction payment and the

VCG mechanism is much smaller but in general there is no noticeable trend as these

parameters change.
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Figure 5.16: Payment to the mechanism as ε increases; restricted to 10 node, 15 user

instances and rint = 1.5
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5.4.4 Summary of results

The ascending auction and the VCG and DVCG mechanisms attempt to solve the prob-

lem of allocating bandwidth to selfish network users. The ascending auction is shown

to generate allocations which are significantly better in terms of social optimality than

the MBH which ignores differences in user value functions. The outcomes found by the

ascending auction are, however, in the range of 5% below the optimal solutions found by

VCG and DVCG solutions. Both VCG and DVCG require that the entire utility function

of each agent is elicited whereas the ascending auction requires only partial revelation

from each agent. The ascending auction solution quality is shown to be surprisingly re-

silient to parameter settings. With carefully tuned parameters, completion times can be

realized which are competitive with the DVCG mechanism and maintain good solution

quality. In all runs, the ascending auction shows higher auction revenue than the VCG

and DVCG mechanisms.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis addressed the problem of allocating bandwidth in wireless networks with self-

ish users. We identified and implemented a centralized ascending auction mechanisms

and the related one-shot VCG mechanism. By advocating a centralized approach, the

complex externalities imposed by wireless interference are addressed in a global manner.

In addition, both the bandwidth auction and the VCG mechanism minimize strategic con-

siderations for bidders. The bandwidth auction provides a myopically optimal strategy

which is computationally trivial. Given this strategy, the mechanism finds a bandwidth

allocation where the social welfare is arbitrarily close to the optimum. The VCG mecha-

nism implements the objective of maximizing social welfare (optimally) under dominant

strategies.

The VCG mechanism has the advantage that it finds the optimal outcome and in our

empirical evaluation does so more rapidly on average than the bandwidth auction. With

careful parameter settings, however, we were able to make the total time to completion

competitive with the time required to find a VCG outcome without sacrificing much

solution quality. Notably, our implementation does not use non-discriminative pricing.

88
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If non-discriminative pricing can be implemented efficiently this would likely significantly

reduce the number of iterations required to complete and improve completion time. In all

our experiments, the auctions find significantly better results than a heuristic approach

which ignores differences in user value functions.

The bandwidth auction’s advantages over the VCG mechanism are that it generates

higher revenue for the auctioneer and that it does not require full elicitation of the

bidder value functions. The VCG mechanism makes a strong assumption that bidders

have precise knowledge of their value functions and can represent and communicate it to

the auctioneer. At each iteration the bandwidth auction elicits very little, basically just

asking the query: “At these ask prices what would be the best outcome?” It is much

more likely that this question can be answered accurately which improves the likelihood

of a good outcome from the bandwidth auction. Furthermore, in most cases when the

auction completes most agents will have revealed only a portion of their value function.

The optimality of the bandwidth auction mechanism was demonstrated by encoding

the associated market into the general allocation model. This general allocation model

relaxes assumptions from more traditional models on allocation feasibility and agent

value functions. We showed that there is an optimal ascending auction associated with

the general model and that given our encoding of the bandwidth market, the bandwidth

auction corresponds to this auction.

This general allocation model can be used to encode a variety of economic systems

in addition to the bandwidth market. The general allocation model can be used to

encode the standard bundled model and in this case the ascending auction mechanism

corresponds to iBundle [24]. It can also be used to encode markets with externalities. We

divided externalities into a hierarchy: identity-dependent, identity-free and interference

externalities. Markets with each of these externalities can be encoded in the general

model and results in a unique auction mechanism. This procedure of encoding a market

in the general model to identify an appropriate ascending auction is convenient and can
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be applied to a wide range of constrained and atypical markets.

6.2 Future Work

There are open questions remaining both with respect to the general model and the

domain specific bandwidth auction. We will begin by addressing specific implementation

concerns with respect to the bandwidth auction and then discuss issues related to the

general model.

Given myopic bidding behaviour, we implemented a basic proof of concept demon-

strating that, in the confines of our wireless network model, the bandwidth auction can

successfully generate good bandwidth allocations. This proof of concept left several issues

unexplored, chief among them, the communication costs associated with the implemen-

tation. Since we are allocating bandwidth which is precisely the same resource used to

communicate bids and ask prices, it is important that this communication overhead is

small relative to the amount of bandwidth allocated. This evaluation depends on the

relative volume of traffic relative to the size of the network. This is more much more

closely linked to the particular usage environment than the attributes of the auction we

have previously considered.

An approach to mitigate both the communication cost and the overall computation

time associated with the bandwidth auction is to use intermediate solutions. The social

welfare of these intermediate solutions oscillates but on average improves as lower value

bidders are eliminated from the auction. If temporary low value allocations are tolerable

this may be a way to very quickly find good average solutions. It is not clear how

this would impact the incentives of the auction. Each iteration would resemble a first

price auction with reserve prices and would be likely to elicit bids which are above the

myopically optimal solution in order to increase the probability of winning the temporary

allocation.
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Of course none of this would be necessary if the auction converged in very few it-

erations. As previously mentioned, using non-discriminative prices has the potential to

help in this regard. The implementation however is difficult as it requires testing mutual

feasibility on a large number of bids on network flow requirements. A naive approach

directly testing feasibility of pairs of flow is very inefficient. It is likely that more efficient

algorithms can be found which leverage the network structure.

An additional consideration is the dynamic nature of wireless networks. We have

thus far assumed a static environment and we have discussed real domains where this is

indeed the case. However, many wireless network domains feature a changing topology

and the coming and going of nodes and users on a routine basis. Ideally the benefits of the

ascending auction could be applied to these domains. In the most extreme cases where

the topology changes drastically over the course of the auction, it is unlikely that the

auction can be effectively utilized. In intermediate situations, it is interesting to consider

how the solution and prices may be adapted. Since bidders are bidding on bandwidth

rather than specific paths, it is possible that even with no changes, the bandwidth auction

can cope relatively well with small topology changes.

From a game-theoretic point of view, the most obvious concern in the results asso-

ciated with the general ascending auction is the requirement that the bidders employ a

myopically optimal strategy. We argue that in complex markets such as routing domains,

users are unlikely to be able to compute better strategies and that the myopically optimal

strategy is sufficiently easy that bidders are very likely to follow it. This is certainly not

the case in all domains and in general a closer analysis is required. Ausubel and Milgrom

identify the set of semi-sincere strategies [3] where bidders bid as if there valuation func-

tion has been decreased at all points by a fixed amount and show that there is always

a semi-sincere best response in the proxy version of their ascending bundle auction with

non-discriminative pricing. It may be worthwhile to consider where optimal strategies

can be confined to this set of strategies in the general ascending auction. A more robust
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solution may be provided by Parkes iBundle Extend&Adjust mechanism. After the com-

pletion of an ascending auction, iBundle Extend&Adjust adjusts prices to approximate

the VCG outcome. There is no obvious impediment to adopting this approach in the

general setting.

Finally, we have shown that a variety of markets can be encoded in the general

model but we are not yet able to specify where there are limitations. In addition to

externalities, a large range of artificial constraints can be encoded such as a minimum

number of winners. Ideally we would be able to clearly delineate what can and cannot

be expressed in this model.



Appendix A

Application of iBundle proof to the

General Ascending Auction

The following proof of Theorem 1 is an essentially verbatim adaptation of the iBundle

proof [25]. The proof has been adapted where necessary to the concepts introduced in

the ascending auction over the general model.

We prove Theorem 1 by first establishing the result under non-discriminative pricing

and bids which are safe as defined in Definition 7. This result is summarized in the

following theorem:

Theorem 3. Given that all bid sets are safe and that bidders employ myopic best-response

bidding strategies, the ascending auction terminates in an allocation which is a 3|B|ε
approximation of the socially optimal solution.

We then show that Theorem 1 holds by via a simple transformation from a general

ascending auction with unsafe bids to a general ascending auction with safe bids. Recall

that the variables and parameters from LP and DLP with an integral solution correspond

to the general ascending auction according to the following interpretation:

• vi(g) is the value bidder i has for entity g
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• xi(g) indicates whether entity g is allocated to bidder i

• y(k) indicates whether feasible set k ∈ K is active

• p(g) is the current ask price of entity g

• u(i) is the maximum utility at current ask prices for agent i

• π is the maximum revenue to the seller at the current ask prices

A.1 Proof of Theorem 3

Bikhchandani & Ostroy [4] formulated the combinatorial resource allocation problem

(RAP) as a linear program. Without change this formulation applies to the general

resource allocation problem since in the Bikhchandani & Ostroy formulation feasibility

is represented by membership in an abstract set similar to K in the general allocation

model. In the case of RAP this set is the set of all partitions of items. Figure 3.4

shows the formulation of the linear program and Figure 3.5 shows the formulation of this

program’s dual (DLP ). An interpretation in terms of auction objects is given in section

3.2.3.

In general, an optimal solution to the linear program can allocate fractional items to

agents and need not be a feasible solution to the allocation problem. In fact the optimal

solution to LP is integral solves IP if and only if non-discriminatory entity prices exist

that support the optimal allocation in competitive equilibrium with best-reponse bidding

strategies (see Theorem 2). Competitive equilibrium implies that agents’ maximize utility

and the auctioneer maximizes revenue given the final prices and final allocation.

When the primal solution is integral, the value u(i) can be interpreted as agent i’s

maximum utility at the prices and π can be interpreted as the maximum revenue that

the auctioneer can achieve at the prices. The auctioneer does not explicitly compute

the value of u(i) rather we prove that the allocation and prices in the auction satisfy
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complementary slackness with these assignments when the auction terminates, based on

the bids placed by the agents. This is just as well, because the values vi(S) remain private

information to agents during the auction.

u(i) = max{0, max
g∈G

{vi(g)− p(g)} (A.1)

π = max
k∈K

∑
g∈k

p(g) (A.2)

Complementary-slackness conditions: The first primal CS condition (CS-1) is:

xi(g) ≥ 0 ⇒ u(i) + p(g) = vi(g) ∀i ∈ B, g ∈ G (A.3)

Given equation A.1, CS-1 states that all agents must only receive entities that max-

imize utility at the current prices. CS-1 is maintained throughout the auction because

entities are only allocated according to bids from agents, and agents place best-response

bids.

Formally, for a set of bids of the form (pi,g, g) at price pi,g for entity g bid by agent i:

ask(g)− ε ≤ p ≤ ask(g) (A.4)

vi(g)− pi,g + ε ≥ max
g′∈G

{vi(g)− pi,g′} (A.5)

because agents bid for entities that maximize utility within ε. Furthermore, because

agents only bid for entities with positive utility,

vi(g)− pi,g ≥ 0 (A.6)

Since xi(A(i)) = 1 implies agent i bid for entity g. we have:

xi(g) ≥ 0 ⇒ vi(g)− ask(g) + 2ε ≥ max{0, maxg′∈G{vi(g)− pi,g′} (A.7)

Substituting for u(i) and ask(g) = p(g) we prove ε-CS-1:

xi(g) ≥ 0 ⇒ u(i) + p(g) ≤ vi(g) + 2ε, ∀i ∈ B, g ∈ G
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The second primal CS condition (CS-2) is:

y(k) ≥ 0 ⇒ −
∑
g∈k

p(g) = 0 ∀k ∈ K

Given A.2 it states that the allocation must maximize auctioneer’s revenue at prices

p(g), over all possible allocations irrespective of bids received from agents. We prove CS-2

is maintained in all rounds because it is not binding that the auctioneer must allocate

entities according to agents’ bids. Through the price-update rules, the auctioneer is able

to maximize revenue given prices in every round.

Formally: (i) Agent i with one of the highest losing bids for entity g in round t

will continue to bid for entity g in rounds t + 1. Let U t
i (g) denote agent i’s utility for

entity g in round t. Then U t+1
i (g) = U t

i (g) − ε because the ask price for g increases

by ε. Also, U t
i (g) ≥ U t

i (g
′) for all entities the agent did not bid on in round t. Hence,

with U t
i (g

′) ≥ U t+1
i (g′) because the price of g′ can only increase in round t + 1, we

have U t+1
i (g) ≥ U t+1

i (g′) − ε and a bid for g′ can never exclude a bid g from agent i’s

best-response bids in round t + 1.

A similar argument can be made for the utility of entities for which the agent did

bid in round t; (ii) No single agent causes the price to increase to its current level on a

pair of compatible entities. This follows because price updates are due to safe bids from

agents.

Therefore, for subset k∗ such that y(k∗) = 1,

∑
A(i)∈k∗

ask(A(i)) ≥
∑

A(i)∈k∗
pi,A(i) (A.8)

because ask(g) ≥ pi,g and

∑
A(i)∈k∗

pi,A(i) ≥ max
k
∈ K

∑
A(i)∈k

pi,A(i) (A.9)

because of (i) and (ii), i.e. the constraints to allocate to agents’ bids are not binding.
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Finally with A.2 we have

max
k∈K

∑
A(i)∈k

pi,A(i) ≥ π − |B|ε (A.10)

because pi,g(g) ≥ ask(g) − ε and an allocation can include no more entities than there

are bidders. We prove ε-CS-2:

y(k) ≥ 0 ⇒ π −
∑
g∈k

p(g) ≤ |B|ε, ∀k (A.11)

The first dual CS condition (CS-3) is:

p(i) ≥ 0 ⇒
∑
gG

xi(g) = 1 ∀i

Given A.1 it states that every agent with positive utility for some entity at the current

prices must receive an entity in the allocation. CS-3 is only satisfied during the auction

for agents that receive entities in the provisional allocation but in the termination case

every agent that bids receives an entity so we immediately have CS-3 with myopic best-

response agents.

Finally, the last pair of dual CS conditions, CS-4 and CS-5 are:

p(g) > 0 ⇒
∑
i∈I

xi(g) =
∑

k∈K,g∈k

y(k), ∀g

π > 0 ⇒
∑
k∈K

y(k) = 1

The assignment y(k∗) = 1 for the feasible set k∗ = {A(1)..A(m−1)} trivially satisfies

the RHS of both conditions.

Termination: Assume the auction never terminates. The termination condition im-

plies that at each round bids must change, and given the ask price rules and myopic best

response bidding, bids must increase. Given these increasing bids, a bidder must even-

tually bid above their value for an entity. This is not possible with myopic best-response

bidding so the auction must terminate.
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Putting it all together: Summing ε-CS-1 over all agents in the final allocation (with

u(i) = 0 for agents not in the allocation), by CS-3,
∑

i∈B u(i) ≤ ∑
i∈B vi(A(i)) −∑

i∈B p(gi) + 2|B|ε, because an allocation can include no more entities than there are

agents. Introducing ε-CS-2, because y(k∗) = 1 for the entity set that corresponds to the

final allocation A(i), then π ≤∑i∈B p(A(i)) + |B|ε.
Finally, adding these two equations, we have π +

∑
i∈B p(i) ≤ ∑

i∈B vi(A(i)) +

3|B|ε. Where π +
∑

i∈B p(i) is the value of the final dual solution, VDLP , and the term∑
i∈B vi(A(i)) is the value of the final primal solution VLP . We know that V ∗

LP ≤ VDLP ,

where V ∗
LP is the value of the optimal primal solution by the weak duality property of

linear programs. Thus because VDLP ≤ VLP + 3|B|ε, it follows that VLP ≥ V ∗
LP − 3|B|ε.

Finally, since the primal solution is integral (via the auction) it is feasible and within

3|B|ε of an optimal solution to the general allocation problem.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

A simple transformation of agents’ bids allows the general ascending auction with unsafe

bids (GAA) to be implemented within a general ascending auction with safe bids (GAAS).

In GAAS, whenever bids from agent i are not safe, we can simulate the price update rule

of GAA by introducing a new set of entities Gi which are specific to agent i. The

set Gi = {gi
1, g

i
2...} has entities corresponding to entities in G = {g1, g2...} and the

auctioneer translates a bid from i on g` to a bid on gi
`. The feasible set K is augmented

to K ′ such that g` is incompatible with gi` and each member of Gi is incompatible. If

multiple bidders have placed unsafe bids, K is augmented such that each pair of (gi
`, g

j`)

is incompatible.

In this manner, the efficiency is unchanged since no other agents bid for these entities.

Agent i’s bids are always safe because no pair of bids they place can be on compatible

items. Finally, the ask price increases due to bids from agent i are isolated to that agent
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in all future rounds.

Theorem 3 therefore follows immediately from Theorem 3.
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